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ABSTRACT 

The allocation of limited non-paged main memory among 

users of a computer system Is Investigated as a zero-one 

cost/priority problem in a free enterprise environment. 

The work Is divided Into three phases. 

The first phase is the Investigation of the Jobs' 

parameters likely to influence scheduling decisions In a 

crltloal way. 

The second phase Is to define and study the properties 

of the major constraints of the zero-one machine used to 

arrive at optimum scheduling decisions.  The prooess Is 

regarded as the basic memory demand entity.  Its system 

characteristic Is a pair (net-pay, memory demand).  Net-pay 

represents the net returns the scheduling of the process 

will bring to the computer system.  Main memory demand 

represents the process' Immediate memory requirement 

(Intensity and duration). 

Processes are segregated Into two distinct classes at 

the scheduling time.  The first olass, the wait class, Is 

temporarily denied exeoutlon.  The second class or ready 

class Is granted the use of central memory for the next 

planning interval.  The ready class contains those processes 

whose system characteristics are solutions of the zero-one 

problem, and which result In optimal revenue to the computer 



system. 

Simulation of the behavior of the zero-one linear 

scheduler and comparative analysis of schedules derived by 

the zero-one scheduler, the best fit and first fit 

schedulers, constitute the basis of the work In the third 

phase. 

This work Is Intended to introduce a relatively new 

approach to modelling scheduling operations.  It Is 

Intended to spark an economic/value way of thinking about 

computer storage allocation. 



I.   iINTRODUCTION 
V 

A. Background 

The extended capabilities of today's oomputer systems 

hare lnoreased the need to control the sequenoe of Jobs 

whloh are prooessed by the oomputer. Complex operating 

systems hare been designed to that effeot. Memory manage- 

ment plays a rery Important role In the design of those 

systems and has proren to be a major bottleneck [5] .  In 

today's oomputer systems, programmable memory amounts to 

one third of the systems' oostsi henoe, great care must be 

exerolsed In the design of executable memory allocators. 

The displacement of serial processing systems by sophisti- 

cated multiprogramming systems is outstanding erldenoe of 

the Importance of memory resources utilisation. 

1. Multiprogramming 

Multiprogramming In the simplest sense means that 

more than one process* oan be exeoutlng within the same 

oomputlng system and at the same tlmei those prooesses are 

referred to as oonourrent prooesses. In the early serial 

processing single allocation systems, only one Job oould 

* A prooess or Job Is the smallest unit of work that oan 
be presented to the oomputlng system by the user. It 
Is defined through the Job Control Language (JCL). 



be run at the sane tlae.  Note that the definition of 

multiprogramming does not aean that simultaneous operations 

are possiblei parallel prooesslng oan take plaoe only 

where there is the possibility of simultaneous ezeoutlon 

of more than one Instruction as for example in multipro- 

cessing systems.  In multiprogramming, concurrent prooesses 

oan, however, be in different states of ezeoutlon as they 

alternate in their use of the instruction prooessor.  In 

typloal sohemes, the oentral prooessor unit (CPU) time is 

allooated to eaoh Job on a tlme-slioe priority basis.  For 

eaoh "quantum of time", the operating system oauses the 

CPU to ezeoute a program in its address-spaoe until one of 

the following conditions oooursi 

-Job is terminatedi 

-error is detectedi 

-program requests I/O operationsi 

-quantum of time expires. r 

The Job is then purged from memory (first two oases) or is 

temporarily suspendedi the prooessor is automatically 

assigned to the nezt Job with the highest priority. The 

rationale behind multiprogramming systems is that a 

computer system oannot perform efficiently in a serial 

prooesslng soheme because of the rather large disparity 

between the fast speed of the CPU and"" the alow aotlrlty 

rate of the I/O de-rices. The larger that disparity, the 



more oonourrent processes should be exeoutlng in order to 

minimize the total computing system wait time*. Although 

many attempts have been made to Improve to a maximum the 

efficiency of I/O prooesslng (examplei  V32 Release 2 

Operating System developed by IBM), It is indisputable 

that muoh more needs to be aooompllshed in that dlreotlon 

before multiprogramming is considered obsolete. 

The advantages of multiprogramming are muoh more 

obvious in situations wherein the Job mix of prooesses 

aooessing the system is veil balanoed, i.e. when CPU bound 

Jobs are evenly mixed with I/O bound Jobs**.  Maximum 

system utilisation is achieved when the Job mix is perfeot, 

i.e. a Job is always ready to use the CPU when it beooaes 

available. 

2.  The problem of fragmentation. 

There exists three states a Job may assume onoe it 

gains aooess to the oomputer system  Aotlve, Beady, and 

Wait.  A Job is said to be aotlve when it is currently 

using the CPU.  If the Job is ready to use the CPU and 

oannot beoause of the exeoutlon of another prooess, the Job 

* Walt time Is defined as the time during whloh the systei 
is not utilizing fully its prooesslng resouroes. 

** CPU bound Jobs make heavy use of the CPU and little use 
of I/O devicesi I/O bound Jobs are the exaot opposite. 



la said to be in a ready state.  A Job temporarily 

suspended and waiting for the completion of some aotlvlty 

(Input/Output, operator's Intervention ....) Is said to 

be In a wait state. 

A well balanced situation will find the system filled 

with sufficient Jobs so that the probability Is high some 

Jobs will always be In a ready state. 

a.  Storage fragmentation. 

Jobs In a ready state are normally resident In core 

memory.  In partloned memory allocation, the ready Jobs 

residence status creates the Important problem of fragmen- 

tation.  Fragmentation Is the development of unusable 

"holes" or fragments In memory and It has a statistical 

nature.  It Is due to the fact that memory Is allocated in 

arbitrary sized segments whloh are In turn returned in an 

essentially random order.  Fragmentation degrades the 

performance of the system by decreasing CPU utilization 

and system throughput whenever the total interspersed free 

space Is sufficient to honor a request but oannot be found 

in a single segment.  A number of different approaches can 

be used to tackle the problem, some of which will be 

assessed later in this chapter.  Before this is done, we 

shall consider the different kinds of fragmentation 

encountered in multiprogramming systems. 



a.l.  Internal frag—ntatlon 

When memory is subdlrlded into fixed size partitlone, 

and when erery Job is required to use one or more blooks 

of fixed size, the resulting fragmentation, If any, Is 

called internal fragmentation. As shown in figure 1.1a, 

after a period of time, the oore memory configuration 

ohanges into that of figure 1.1b.  The resulting free 

spaoe of 60 units cannot aooomodate a new arrlTlng prooess 

requesting 30 units beoause of Internal fragmentation. 

request 3OK 

•  \* 20K    r 

30K 

90K 

180K 

220K 

OPEBATMG SYSTEM OPKUITING 3TSTBH 0 

Prooess A prooess A 20 

Prooess E //////////////// 5o 
90 

160 

Prooess B Process B 
60K 
Free 

Prooess C 

//////////////// 180 

200 figure 1.1a Prooess D 

//////////////// 2ffe~" 

figure 1.1b 

(IK - 1024 WORDS) 

a.2.  External fragmentation 

If Internal fragmentation beoomes too serere, storage 

allocation oan be made dynamio and memory partitions oan be 



made to fit the process spaoe request.  After a period of 

time, a checkerboard pattern of allooated apaoes Intersper- 

sed with available spaoes oauses a loss of usable memory. 

This type of fragmentation Is said to be external (figures 

1.2a and 1.2b).  Efforts to eliminate Internal fragmenta- 

tion have now Introduced a different kind of memory waste. 

request 4QK 

"OPERATING SYSTEM 

Process A 

Prooess B 

//////////////// 
//////////////// 

0 

30K 

90K 

150K 

///////////////// 

OPERATING 3ys«H 

Prooess D 

Prooess C 

///////////////// 

90K 160K 
Pree 

figure 1.2a figure 1.2b 

b.  Measurement of fragmentation. 

Randellfli+1 and Shore [19J have developed some very 

relevant methods for measuring storage fragmentation.  The 

oonoluslon of Randell's simulations was that Internal 

fragmentation oan rapidly exoeed any saving In external 

fragmentation as the rounding sire lnoreases.  A measure 

that would be a dlreot funotlon of the free storage 

distribution would probably not provide a reasonable 

measure of performance sinoe the usefulness of the free 

storage depends on future segments requests. Por example, 

two requests of size 90 units on two free blooks of site 
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100 units create very little fragmentation, whereas If the 

next request is of size 110 units, the memory Is highly 

fragmented.  Randell suggests that given a set of n 

segments requests, fragmentation be measured as the ratio 

of the time taken to allocate requests on a totally 

oompacted memory over the time taken to satisfy the sane 

requests with the strategy In use.  This is expressed 

mathematically asi 

B,(«) - !°'n) 1   T7THT 

B (n) Is always less than one and, in general, the greater 

Its value, the better the strategy X. 

Shore suggested two different measures of performancei 

they are the time memory product efficiency, B, and the 

storage utilization fraction, U.  If n requests r^.l ■ 1, 

2,  , n, are allocated for times t^, on a memory of 

size M during a total elapsed time T, then the efficiency 

is defined by Shore asi 

E -  1   • £  rttt 
Rf    l-i 

If {^(t)} is the set of requests that happen to be resident 

in memory at time t, then Ut -(l/r)*^ r,(t) and U la the 

average of Ut over time. 

Those three measures of performance are very useful 



for statistics collection by simulators and the time 

memory product efficiency measure will be used In the 

simulations presented In chapter III of this thesis. 

3.  Some solutions to the fragmentation 
problems. 

There are two kinds of solutions that exist todayi 

they arei  memory compaction and dynamic memory management 

systems. 

a.  Memory compaotlon. 

Memory compaction Is a treatment of external 

fragmentation and Is Just one form of garbage collection*. 

This technique Is a simple straightforward approach whloh 

lets fragmentation take place and then deals with It when 

It becomes a problem.  The technique Is particularly used 

with list processing languages such as LISP which have the 

peculiarity of requesting and releasing large amounts of 

memory In an unpredictable way.  The compaction algorithm 

uses In fact a very simple scheme.  Each request for space 

Is satisfied by allocating a block or a partition following 

the most recently allocated block and no attempt Is made to 

reuse any memory that may have been released.  When 

appropriate, the algorithm performs memory compaotlon.  All 

*  Garbage collection refers to any technique which makes 
unused memory areas available for use. 
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allocated spaoes are moved to one end of the mmmory  in a 

contiguous area and the available spaoe Is oolleoted at the 

other end of memory, (figure 1.3).  DeoIsIons oonoernlng 

when and how to perform oompaotlon are In general orltloal 

and very decisive. Some systems eleot to perform oompao- 

tlon whenever the CPU Is idle, e.g. waiting for Input, In 

order to make the most efficient use of the control proces- 

sor. 

OPERATING SYSTEM 0 6PRBATING SYSTEM 

Prooess A 3 OK Prooess A 

/////////////// 60K r* Prooess B 

Process B 
1 

150K Prooess C 

/////////////// 170K ///////////////// 

Prooess C 200K 

/////////////// 220K 

0 

30K 

120K |70K 
Free 

lzosr 
1 

l^OKj 

22 OK 

(IK -  1024 words) 

Snapshot  of memory 
before GARBAGE 
COLLECTION 

figure 1.3 

Snapshot of memory 
after GARBAGE COLLECTIOH 

The oompaotlon prooess is, however, very costly.  On the 

average, even with speolal hardware Implementing Hove 

instructions, it costs one or more memory oyoles (0.5 or 

more mloroseoonds depending on the oomputer) to move eaoh 

word when oompaotlon Is required. Moreover, the oompao- 

tlon overhead is lnoreased by the requirements that all 

11 



Address oonstants that refer to any segaent that happened 

to be moved be updated.  This updating oosts additional 

exeoution time and requires extra spaoe in order to keep a 

reoord of every oonstant and the segment to whioh it refers. 

The oosts are particularly higher in multiprogramming 

systems where updating problems exist even without ooapao- 

tlon, in deoldlng whioh of the segments of an exeoutlng 

process should be kept in primary memory, whioh to more out 

of memory and when to move them.  These high oosts have 

made the compaction prooess very undesirable and has 

prompted the design of allocation algorithms whioh do not 

require oompaotlon.  These algorithms are classified as 

dynamlo memory management algorithms and shall now be 

investigated. 

b.  Dynamlo Memory Management Systemst 

Beoause garbage oolleotlon is limited to external 

fragmentation only, and beoause the prooess itself is very 

costly, it is recommended that It be used only when 

unavoidable.  A "better" solution to the fragmentation 

problem seems to be the prevention of fragmentation and the 

reduotlon of the frequenoy of oompaotlon.  The allooatlon 

algorithms will then lnorease in complexity but, through 

oareful management, external fragmentation oan be consider- 

ably reduoedi internal fragmentation, paradoxically, 

12 



becomes the problem.  Two rery important algorithms will be 

described shortlyi they are referred to as Beat Fit and 

Plrst Pit strategies in the ooaputer field. 

b.l.  Best Pit and Plrst Pit strategies. 

The Best Pit algorithm searches through the entire 

list of available memory areas and allooates the smallest 

area of sufficient size to satisfy the request. The 

algorithm allooates only the amount requested and returns 

the leftover spaoe unless it is too small to be of any use, 

in whloh oase the entire blook is allocated. 

The First Pit algorithm searohes through the list 

until it finds the first available blook that is large 

enough to hold the request. The unused portion is returned 

to the list of available memory blooks. 

Historically, the Best Pit method was widely used for 

several yearsi it was thought to be a good policy slnoe it 

saves the larger available areas for a latej^tlme when they 

might be needed.  Unfortunately, soannlng the entire list 

to find the best fit oould use an exoesslve amount of time, 

whloh makes the strategy rather slow. Furthermore, Best 

Fit tends to increase the number of very small blooks and 

such a proliferation is not very desirable. There are many 

simple situations where the Plrst Pit method is dearly 

better than the Best Pit method. As an example, suppose 

13 



we are given the following list of available blooksi  1200, 

1000, and 3000, and our list of requests Is 700, 500, 900, 

and 2200 units.  Storage will be allooated in the following 

way i 

request for available areas available areas 
memory First Pit Best Pit 

1200, 1000, 3000 1200, 1000, 3000 
700 500, 1000, 3000 1200,  300, 3000 
500 1000, 3000 700,  300, 3000 
900 100, 3000 700,  300, 2100 

2200 100,  800      stuok  

There are, however, some simple lnstanoes where Best Pit 

outperforms First Pitt  examplei 

request for      available areas available areas 
memory            Plrst Pit Best Pit 

200, 150, 100, 50 200, 150, 100, 50 
150 50, 150, 100, 50 200, 100,  50 
100 50,  50, 100, 50 200,  50 
150  stuck  50,  50 

In general, any system that offers its largest blook first 

to satisfy a requirement whloh Is followed by ezaot dupli- 

cates of the requests sizes will be better handled by Best 

Pit. Extensive simulations of both strategies have bean 

oonduoted and Plrst Pit was found to be more efflolent than 

Best Pit under general operating conditions. It has never- 

theless been shown£l9j that Best Pit would outperform Plrst 

Pit whenever the distribution of requests Is an exponential 

14 



distribution whioh has been trunoated.  The point of all 

the ooaplexlty of the above two algorithms is the avoldanoe 

of memory oompaotlon.  Slnoe ooapaotlon is required when no 

free blook is large enough to satisfy the current request, 

the smaller the blooks are, the more likely oompaotlon will 

be needed.  This faot oreates one of the worst dlsadvan- 

tages of Best Pit when ooapared to First Plti as it was 

pointed out earlier, Best Pit tends to multiply the number 

of very small blooks whereas, First Fit tends to do exactly 

the reverse.  By cleverly oomblnlng oontlguous free blooks 

and by using a oyollo searoh, that is always starting the 

searoh after the free blook from whioh the previous allo- 

cation was taken, the First Fit algorithm tends to 

distribute small blooks more uniformly through memory. 

This uniform distribution lnoreases the probability that 

when a small blook is released it will be oomblned with a 

larger blookt simulation studies Q.4J have shown that for 

some classes of segments, these features are so effeotlve 

that if the need for oompaotlon arises, the total amount of 

free spaoe available will not be large enough to satisfy 

any request.  Therefore, this approaoh virtually eliminates 

the need for oompaotlon. 

A final word on those two strategies is that the 

allocators may be given the ability to take into aooount 

knowledge of the statlstlos of the requests sices and 

15 



memory residence distributions.  They oould then oonduot 

their own look-ahead simulations.  But at suoh a level of 

sophistication, the overhead would be very high. 

b.2 Other dynamlo memory manage—nt systems. 

The two strategies presented above are the most widely 

used core allocation methods to date.  However, other 

systems have been developed and oall for some attention. 

- The Buddy System. 

In this system, memory is always allocated in sizes 

which are a power of two.  The idea of the method is to 

keep separate lists of available blocks eaoh of size 2 

words, the entire memory consisting of 2m words.  Original- 

ly, the entire 2m words of memory are available.  When a 
v 

blook of size 2  is desired, and if nothing of that size 

is available, a larger available blook is split into two 

equal parts, eaoh of size being a power of two.  These 

blooka are oalled buddies.  If both buddies are available, 

they coalesce into a single larger blook.  The key faot 

underlying the usefulness of the method Is that the looa- 

tlon of a blook's buddy is easy to compute given the 

address of the blook and its size.  This is because eaoh 

blook size is a power of two and division oan be done by 

register shifting Instead of by using any division 

16 



lnstruotlon which would be too alow.  The possibility of 

the simultaneous availability of several blooks of the si 

size requires the lnolusion of a link pointer within eaoh 

blook of a given site.  That link will point to the next 

available blook of the same size.  This linking system 

evidently Increases the overhead of the system. 

The Buddy system suffers external fragmentation when 

free blooks of the same size oannot be combined into a 

larger blook beoause they are not buddies.  Furthermore, if 

requests are not a power of two, they are rounded up to the 

nearest power of two and the result may very well be 

internal fragmentation.  Even though the elimination of 

fragmentation is not totally achieved, the Buddy system 

minimizes memory waste by satisfying requests as muoh as 

possible and by its ability to split large blooks of memory 

and ooalesce buddies. 

- Fibonacci Memory Management System. 

The Fibonaooi system whioh is in faot a generalization 

of the Buddy system, creates blooks of size S  where S  is n       n 

a generalized Fibonacci sequenoei 

0, s1  - s2 - S3 -   - Sj^i - 1 

sn " sn-l ♦ sn-k-l 

for some Integer k.  When k - 0, the Buddy System is 

17 



realized with blocks of size SR - 2
n. 

The oentral problem with generalized Plbonaool ayeteas 

is not In allocating, but In locating adjaoent buddies 

subject to ooalesce Into free blocks.  This problem drives 

the overhead of the system to a high level slnoe numerous 

buddy counters must be Included In the systems programs 

realizing the algorithm. 

- Modified  Plrst Pit. 

Modified Plrst Pit is similar to Plrst Pit exoept that 

It uses a cyclic search.  We have seen earlier that this 

particular search tends to distribute small blooks more 

uniformly through memory.  This uniform distribution in- 

creases the probability of combining free small blooks with 

adjaoent larger ones, thus making it virtually needless to 

provide for compaction. 

- Half Pit. 

This algorithm searches for a segment that is approxi- 

mately twloe the size of the segment request.  If the 

searoh falls, the algorithm changes to Plrst Pit.  Simula- 

tions [9J have shown that this strategy performs rather 

successfully when there is a strong bias to segments of a 

given size. 

18 



B.  Statement of the Problem - Objeotlva, 

The performance of a computer system executing In a 

multiprogramming environment is very muoh limited by the 

oapaolty of Its executable memory and the flexibility of 

the scheduling algorithm monitoring core memory allocation. 

The core allocation strategies used in today's systems were 

designed with the objective of reducing fragmentation to a 

mlnlmumi they have unfortunately proven to be relatively 

unsuccessful in dealing adequately with other aspects of 

scheduling.  Worse, they do not allow the computer system 

users to Interact with their Jobs and be able to Influence 

scheduling decisions.  It is true that operating systems 

should free the users from having to know details of the 

computer Internal processingi on the other hand, in most 

oomputlng environments, since billing is not directly 

controlled by the users, there is no eoonomlc incentive for 

a user to request only that amount of oore time resource 

aotually needed to execute his or her programs. 

The objective of this thesis is the development of a 

storage allocation algorithm whloh will use an optimization 

machine to arrive at scheduling deolslons.  Users' interac- 

tion with the scheduling algorithm will be permissible to 

the extent that scheduling decisions will in faot be made 

by the users in an indirect way.  In the new algorithm's 

19 



environment, fragmentation will not always be a problem 

and will not be considered as a performance measure.  The 

maximum amount of money every user will be willing to pay 

in order to have a share of storage resources and the 

optimum returns that scheduling will provide to the compu- 

ter system will be the determining faotors for scheduling. 

The ohapters to follow will examine in more depth 

the design of the algorithm.  Chapter III is directed 

toward establishing the feasibility of the new approaoh 

to scheduling.  The reader should realize that this 

research presents an original oonoept whloh offers many 

opportunities for additional exploration. 

20 



II.  DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 

We have discussed in the preceding ohapter the oomplox 

nature of storage scheduling decisions that have to be aade 

within a oomputer system.  Regardless whether a systematic 

scheduling process Is followed or not, the schedules do get 

made.  These schedules may be prepared by default using a 

very simple procedure like first-come, first-served or by 

manipulation of some complex existing procedures such as 

Best Fit, First Fit, Modified First Fit, Half Pit that try 

to minimize the amount of storage left unused.  However, 

none of the central memory pricing systems associated with 

these different algorithms reflect the value the user at- 

tributes to the information obtained through aocess to the 

system.  Nonetheless, the need for a cost/priority system 

has been discussed by Nielsen £l3J. whereas Marchand £l2j 

has Introduced a utility funotlon model applicable to time 

sharing systems in whloh a linear combination of individual 

utility functions has to be maximized. 

In this chapter, we will devise and develop a system 

for allocation of executable memory storage in a multi- 

programming environment which will provide a cost of 

storage subjective to the individual's value for informa- 

tion obtained.  In this system, the data processing oenter 

performs as a profit organization whose exoess returns 
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are channeled back Into the company or corporation 

maintaining the system. 

A.  Justification of a Scheduling System Based On 
Economlos. 

The allocation Is accomplished by considering 

executable memory as an eoonomlc good.  In the system, 

execution will be denied to those users whose subjective 

proposed prices are below a fixed minimum price based on 

the cost of maintenance.  The system will be described in 

the following section.  This section is dlreoted toward 

describing the concept of a price based memory scheduling 

system. 

A computer system is similar to an economic system In 

the sense that it must solve the problem of how to use and 

distribute scarce resources and goods between customers. 

The scarolty of finished goods forces the eoonomlc system 

to be closed since any goods consumed by a oustomer reduoes 

the consumption possibilities of all others.  A computer 

system is analogous to a olosed system, Insofar as computer 

resources are concerned. 

Moreover, a price system is a mechanism by which 

determination can be made of the preferences of different 

economic units for the same economic resources or products. 

It establishes a priority of users and also a priority of 

wants and It is generally designed to convey sufficient 

information In order to determine the flow of resources 
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among different allocations over time, while optimally 

distributing the goods and servloes among competing 

oonsumers.  Prices are not a meohanlsm for recovering ooati 

they are a rationing devloe and as suoh they are allowed to 

fall below or rise above cost in order to oonvey the proper 

information on the behavior of the oonsumers and of the 

market.  However, in the system presented here, prloes will 

never be allowed to fall below oosti if they were, the 

system would very rapidly degrade and would always be in 

lmbalanoe. This particular situation will be assessed in 

more detail in the penultimate section of this ohapter. 

B.  The Model. 

The system consists of a single prooessor or CPU 

operating in a multiprogramming environment on an execu- 

table memory of size S words. The system contains two 

queues of infinite oapaolty.  It is multlprogrammed under 

a variable number of tasks (MVT).  The total oore oapaolty 

of the machine is distributed into any size partitions 

dynamically.  The oore is generally allooated to each 

program aocording to its speolflo requirements. Storage is 

therefore allocated in units of one word so that no more 

than the requested amount is ever allooated. Dynamic 

partitioning In general makes the scheduling funotlon muoh 

more oomplez than multiprogramming partitioning under a 
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fixed number of tasks (KPT).  Under HPT, the total core of 

the machine Is semipermanently allocated Into fixed size 

partitions.  For this system, KVT has been chosen Instead 

of MPT, because KVT tends to make better utilization of the 

total core available. 

The algorithm also utilizes a static sequencing 

method.  At the time of preparing the storage allocation 

and schedule, information on the number of Jobs that need 

processing, I.e. Jobs In the wait queue will be available. 

The sohedule and pricing for the next planning period Is 

then prepared assuming that these Jobs are the only Jobs 

that will be processed during the planning period.  In fact 

Jobs will keep arriving throughout the scheduling period, 

but static sequencing offers a means to plan allocation and 

schedule with the Information already known.  It Is also 

less complex and easier to aohleve than a sequencing that 

will schedule the Jobs dynamically. 

Storage is thus priced and scheduled only for the next 

planning period, also referred to as next operating 

Interval.  Let T be the duration of the operating Interval. 

T Is In effeot the multiprogramming turnaround tine for the 

Jobstream present In the wait queue at the control period*, 

* The control period Is the point In time where scheduling 
decisions are made for the next operating Interval.  It 
Is a point in time In the current operating Interval. 
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and represents also the turnaround time of the Jobstreast 

if it were processed serially.  Consequently if t. Is the 

ezeoutlon time limit requested by prooess J, then the maxi- 

mum value of T can be determined as the summation of t«'s 

over all prooesses In the wait queue at the oontrol period. 

Prloes fixed at the end of the oontrol period will 

remain constant throughout the operating Interval, and oore 

residency Is guaranteed to any program for the length of 

time necessary to oomplete exeoutlon.  This says In effeot 

that swapping Is not possible.  Swapping, If permitted, 

would make the algorithm muoh more sophisticated but would 

complicate the prlolng system to a great degree.  The one 

shot oentral memory residency requirement of this thesis 

may Introduce some imbalance in the system In oases where a 

Job Is killed*, dropped* or temporarily suspended** by the 

system operator.  Seotlon D of this ohapter will provide 

more details on that point. 

Sequencing Is performed through a zero-one linear 

machine whose objeotlve is the maximisation of the returns 

to the system during the planning period considered at the 

current oontrol period.  The zero-one maohlne Is Invoked at 

*  Drop, Killi  premature termination of a Job due to an 
operator Drop or Kill oommand (Soope 
operating system). 

** Reruni  termination of a Job due to an operator Rerun 
oommand (Soope operating system). 
(See Appendix for further details) 
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each control period and determines optimum storage alloca- 

tion, optimum sequencing and storage prlolng.  Io fact, 

storage Is allocated to a process at the price the owner 

of that process values the information he or she obtains 

through the service of the system, provided that that prloe 

is above a minimum cost of maintenance and overhead refer- 

red to as mln-pay in this thesis and noted by c.. 

Let Bj be the pay-wlll# of process J and Oj its mln- 

pay.  For reasons of simplicity B, and c. will be expressed 

In dollars ($).  B< represents in fact the" purchasing power 

of the process and cannot exceed the amount of money avail- 

able under the login account of the Job.  In the oases where 

it does, the Job will be denied execution by the algorithm 

scheduler.  The determination of o, will be assessed later 

in this section. 

Not all processes present in the wait queue at the 

control period will be selected for execution during the 

next planning period.  The processes whloh will be selected 

will be placed in the second queue of the system, the ready 

queue.  The wait queue will then only oontaln those proces- 

ses whloh were re Joetedi it will eventually oomprlse the 

processes acoesslng the system after the oontrol period and 

* Pay-will is the maximum price the owner of the process 
is willing or able to pay to share storage. 
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during the operating Interval.  The order of the Jobs In 

the wait queue Is Immaterial and does not affeot the 

scheduling decisions of the algorithm.  The relevant 

parameters Influencing the decisions are the process's Bj, 

Its execution field length s, and Its execution time tj. 

t  Is expressed In systems seconds*.  The mln-pay c. Is 
j * 

determined as the cost of the memory time produot require- 

ment of Job J.  If C represents the oost per unit of memory 

time product, then c  will be C*s #t..  The parameter C Is 
J J  J 

expressed In $/word/second and Is Independent of the users. 

It Is calculated and fixed by the administration of the 

computer center and represents the cost of memory main- 

tenance.  C should be ohanged periodically In order to 

reflect the stochastic short-run fluctuations of hardware 

and software maintenance requirements. 

The algorithm will Issue periodically a report status 

to the user community and will aooept any ohanges made by 

the users In the B* of the processes they areated. 

C.  Zero-one Programming Approach. 

1.  Variables definition. 

Structuring the problem as a zero-one problem requires 

* System seconds are accounting units whloh combine a 
central memory factor, CP time and channels usages, 
according to a formula predefined by the center. 
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that we define variables and establish appropriate 

relationships between them to reflect the problea 

constraints.  We let J represent the number of the Job 

and t represent the time.  Let us define two step functions 

for each Job.  We will say about Job Ji 

1 If Job J Is begun by period t 

0 otherwise. 
bJ.t 

and alsoi 

1 If Job J Is completed by the beginning 
o« t ■ "{of period t 

'    ' 0 otherwise. 

Graphically, this appears asi 
bJ.t - 1 

>rooess J la being axeauti 

H l^T-> 
e.   t  -  0 

J' f2   -  t!  ♦  tj 

for a Job of execution time limit of t. systems seoonds. 

With this definition, the following is true about any Job 

J In any period ti 

J 1 If Job J is 

J.t- J.t   ^Q otnorwlae# 

being processed during t 

Graphically, this givesi 
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bJft  -  0 
bJ.t  -  1 
 > 

< 
///// ////// ////////// //// i 

'.8 Y//////////////////////// 
>DJ|t-eJit-u 

c      
bj.t - ej,t - *             . t2"ti  *   t1     T 

t e,  *  ■ 0 
1                       J»fc  > 

^ bj.t-ej,f° 

We can guarantee algebraically that variables b. t and 

e, ,. have the required step charaoterlstlos by the follow- 
J11 

lng lnequalltlesi 

£ 0    (0) 

for all J and for t - At, 2 At T - it, T 

bJ.t    *   bj,t ♦ At     or    bJ,t     "    bj.t ♦At 

and 

(1) eJt~eJ,t+At    <   0  for all   J and   for 

t   ■   At,   2At T   -   AT,   T 

where T represents the operating Interval length and A t 

represents a small Increment of time used to render the 

continuous aspect of the problem.  The length of At Is 

left to the discretion of the computing oenter and is 

dependent upon the aocuracy required of the algorithm. 

An upper bound for A t would be Job mix dependent and would 

be equal to the shortest ezeoutlon time request present in 

the wait queue at the control period.  The Soheduler oould 
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be designed and programmed to cheok that the upper bound on 

At Is not violated and to make the neoessary adjustments 

If required.  The requirement that onoe a Job 1 Is begun, 

processing continues until termination Is algebraically 

translated lntoi 

(l') b,  t - e.  «. ^ ,.   for all t and 1. 

Equation (1* ) enables us to eliminate variables b. t and 

suggests that the zero-one formulation can be obtained with 

variables e, ¥  only. 

Moreover, by definition of «j,t* lfc iB °le*r that 

e ¥   s  1 for all time t coming after time to (on the dla- 
J •« 

gram) where execution of process J was oompleted. 
aJ,t ■ l 

I ■ *= ■ 
0 t1 

T 

begin execution      end execution 

In particular, e,  will be equal to 1 If prooess J 
J»i 

completed execution during the operating interval*. 

Because it is impossible to predict the Job mix charac- 

teristics, it is likely that some prooesses will begin 

execution during T but will complete execution some time 

after T.  Por those processes, e. T <■ 0.  Although such 

* Operating Intervali  also referred to as control inter- 
val in the sequel. 
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processes will contribute in the returns to the system 

during T, the zero-one maohlne will oonslder only the 

greater majority of processes with e. T ■ 1.  This approaoh 

is used in order to simplify the algorithm.  More will be 

said about this situation (oalled overlap' orlsls) in 

seotlon E of this ohapter. 

2.  BeBouroes constraints. 

At the control period the scheduler must determine 

the number of prooesses waiting for aoess to memory.  This 

number will be the number of Jobs resident In the wait 

queue of the system.  We will denote that number by the 

letter q.  Since we are considering a system operating in 

a multiprogramming environment, adequate utilisation of 

memory capacity will be aohleved if at least one Job is in 

prooess at any time period t during the planning interval 

T.  We can therefore formulate the seoond constraints asi 

4 ^ 
T      (b,.-e..)ri for t - At 

j ■ 1   J»c   J»c i 2At, ..,..., T-AtfT 

With the definition of b, f and e. „, it is true thati 
J •t Jtc 

| 1     if   Job  J  is  being prooessed during  t 

J.t J.t     1 Q    othePwl8e# 

Slnoe equation  (l^i     bi t " eJ  t ♦ t    for a11  t and   ** 
«l 
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suggests that variables b. t can be replaced without any 

loss of generality by e, t + t , the reformulation of the 
J 

second constraints can be restated asi 

E  (ej.t ♦ t, " ej.t> * 1 for t -At, 2At T 
J - 1 J 

- AT, T (2) 

where t. represents the exeoutlon time of prooess J. 

The factor b. t ~ °J t ♦ t  1° 0 or 1 and Indicates 

whether or not prooess J is In exeoutlon at time period t. 

If 8. denotes the oentral memory field length allotted to 

process J, then the product (ej t ♦ t« ~ ei t^#8J W^H 

represent the memory area oooupled by prooess J at time t. 

Slnoe oentral memory Is limited and Is of size S, It 

Is clearly evident that memory space utilized by aultl- 

programmed Jobs at any time period t cannot exoeed S. This 

Is algebraically expressed In the form of the third con- 

straints as i 

q 
0 * j £ x <ej,t ♦ tj " °J.t>#aj * S for t - At, 2At. 

 T (3) 

q represents the number of Jobs present In the wait queue 

at the oontrol period.  Although not all the Jobs In the 

wait queue will be aotlve In the next operating time 

Interval, the summation over all q Is nonetheless utilised 
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In constraints (3).  The zero-one maohlne will perform the 

seleotlon and henoe constraints (3) in fact take only into 

consideration those processes that will be peraitted to 

reside in central memory during T. 

Constraints (3) Impose an upper bound on memory spaoe 

utilized at any time t. The combination of constraints (2) 

and (3) will foroe the zero-one maohlne to schedule at least 

one program in oentral memory at any time of the oontrol 

Interval.  Constraints (3), however, do allow storage frag- 

mentation.  In order to minimize that fragmentation and 

guarantee that the zero-one maohlne solution will refleot 

the multiprogramming aspeot of this application, the fol- 

lowing constraint (k)   must be satisfied.  Constraint (4) 

expresses the oonoept of maximum efflolenoy in the multi- 

programming environment. 

We have described in ohapter 1 of this thesis a 

measure of performance suggested by Shore £l9j and oalled 

the time memory produot efflolenoy E.  If n requests 

r,l - 1, 2 n are allooated for times t. on a 

memory of size H during a total elapsed time T, then the 

time memory product efflolenoy is formulated asi 

n 
E "   1     •   £  r..t, 

—HT    lt-i l 1 
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We have argued earlier in this ohapter that variable e, T 

would be equal to 1 if prooess J ooapleted ezeoution during 

the operating time Interval T.  Moreover, we have deolded 

that the zero-one maohlne would not oonslder the future 

possible returns to the oomputer center provided by those 

processes In overlap orlsls*.  This attitude was adopted in 

order to avoid the Introduction of oomplax Job mix parame- 

ters predictions In the algorithm.  The time memory produot 

of a non-orlsls-prooess** J will be mathematically expressed 

as i 

e. «p*8i*t«, where s and t  represent the central 

memory field length request and the exeoutlon time of pro- 

cess J. 
the 

Recalling that e 
Jl  If the prooess Is selected by 

i   ■ -I   zero-one maohlne 
J,T  [0    otherwise. 

we can now formulate the maximum time produot efflolenoy 

constraint asi 

q 
0 * -gl_»(  E1 

eJ.T * Bj # tj) * 1 (4) 

*       term used to desorlbe situations where the exeoutlon at 
a Job overlaps T. 

•• a orlsls-prooess Is a prooess caught In overlap orlsls. 
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Constraint (U), ooablned with the objeotlve funotlon whloh 

will be described shortly will guarantee that the zero-one 

maohine will attempt to keep fragmentation to a minimum. 

Constraints (1), (2), (3), and (k)   are believed to 

desorlbe the sohedullng problem adequately enough. 

Additional zero-one constraints are however neoessary to 

oomplete the constraints formulation of the zero-one 

problem.  Zero-one constraints (constraints 5) state thati 

e.  - 0, 1 for all J and t (5) 
J11 

3.  Objective funotlon formulation. 

The data processing oenter is considered as a profit 

making servloe organization within the corporation.  Its 

objective is to deliver servloe (Information) to a group 

of users and make an optimum profit sufficient to at least 

oover the cost of the oenter.  Excess profit will be chan- 

neled back to the corporation.  Let us assume that it oosts 

the center C $/word/seoond for maintenance of memory.  The 

sohedullng system assigns to each Job accessing the system 

a mln-pay equal to the produot of C by the oentral memory 

field request and by the exeoutlon time request.  Por a 

process J, the mln-pay would be o. ■ C#s.#t.. 

The pay-will B, of prooess J must exoeed or at leaat 

be equal to c. in order for the Job to be aooopted in 

either of the queues of the system.  This restriction adds 
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other constraints to the zero-one machine.  These con- 

straints state thati 

e T • (Bj - Cj) * 0 for all j (6) 

Constraints (6) are In faot lmpllolt and will not appear in 

the zero-one formulation slnoe processes J suoh that B.<o. 

are automatically rejeoted by the system at their entry in 

the wait queue. 

The pay-will B« of Job J will determine its priority 

within the system Job mix.  As a means of reflecting the 

Importance of Jobs relative to eaoh other, we Introduce the 

parameter denoted as the Job priority index and algebrai- 

cally defined asi 

B.i -c» 
q 

j - l J 

for any Job present in the queue at the oontrol period. 

The objective function of this formulation is expressed asi 

,£1 8J.T* <BJ-v 

The zero-one maohlne maximizes that objective function 

while staying within the boundaries defined by constraints 

1 thru 5. 

The zero-one maohlne maximizes the sum of the differ- 

ences between Bj and o. subject to the faot that prooess J 
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be exeouted before expiration of T, in order to provide 

every user with a "fair" share of the ooaputer storage 

resources.  An attempt at straightforward maximization of 

the summation of B.'s for example oould be disadvantageous 

to urgent processes J with small o .  With a formulation of 

Q 
V  B, aa the objeotlve funotlon, the zero-one machine 

would have the tendenoy of scheduling those prooesses 

whloh present a large pay-will.  Urgent Jobs with small 

mln-pay, I.e. Jobs not requiring excessive amount of time 

memory produot resouroe would then have to aooess the systei 

with a very large pay-will in order to have a ohanoe of 

being scheduled by the algorithm during T. 

The priority Index factor seleoted for this algorithm 

is thought to guarantee adequate fairness in the share of 

storage resouroes.  It is implicit in the objective 

function and indicates that users have a partial control 

over the position In whloh they desire their Jobs to 

execute. 

**.  Summary of the zero-one formulation. 

The objective of this algorithm soheduler is toi 

q 
Maximize  £  e^T • (Bj - CJ over the next operating 

Interval, subject to the following constraints! 
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(1) -  8j,t - Cj.t ♦ At  *  ° f°r a11 J ***   f°r 

t - At, 2At, 3^t , T - At, T 

-- resources constraintsi 

q 
(2)   -        £      (e 

J  -  1        J' 

 ,   T   - At,   T 

_ e,   ,.)   *  1   for  t  - At,   2At, 
t  ♦  t j J • u 

<3>  "    Oi ^i  (.J>t + tj - a.  t)  •  8«<S     for t - At, 

2 At, 

q 
•   ( 

"ST" (4)   -    0<        1      *   (jL1  °J.T#«J •  tj)  s i 

zero-one constraintsi 

(5) — e, , ■ 0, 1 for all J and t - At T - At, T 

where J represents a Job, B Its owner's pay-will, o. Its 

owner'8 mln-pay, t. Its execution time In systems seconds, 

8  Its execution field length in words of oentral memory 

and variable 

.8 oompleted by the beginning of (1  If Job J li 
period t| 

0 otherwise. 

This zero-one machine will automatically select and sohedule 

the processes for the next oontrol Interval T. 
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D.  Penultimate Section, 

1.  Users collusion. 

We have pointed out In section B of this chapter that 

prices should be considered not as a mechanism for 

recovering cost, but rather as a rationing device and thus 

should be permitted to fall below or rise above coat. 

These fluctuations would be a reliable souroe of Information 

on the behavior of the consumers and of the market. 

However, In this algorithm, prices are not allowed to fall 

below cost.  In fact, constraints (6) state that any user J 

accessing the system with a pay-will B« Inferior to the 

associated mln-pay o., would be denied residency In oentral 

memory.  This apparent oontradlotlon In the system Is 

necessary for this algorithm to perform efficiently. 

Let us consider the case where the user's B1 oould be 

allowed to be less than the user's corresponding mln-pay, 

Cj.  The oustomers of the system will then tend to lower 

their respective pay-will to the extent that the computer 

Is likely to be operating at loss.  Without any minimum 

level of aooeptanoe for the user's pay-will, eaoh user will 

probably deolde to fix his or her Job's pay-will at a 

common minimum level, 0 for example.  This case of users 

collusion will create a system Imbalance and the price 

system will no more reflect the Importance the user atta- 

ches to the services provided by the computer system 
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such an Imbalance would degrade the performance of the 

algorithm as far as maximization of revenues is ooncemed. 

Moreover, there will not be any adequate rule to go about 

for the scheduling of the programs in central memory since 

the objective function of the zero-one formulation will 

appear to be useless.  The scheduling system will degene- 

rate. 

The restriction of this thesis that any Job's pay-will 

be greater than or at least equal to its mln-pay is there- 

fore necessary to guarantee an adequate performance of the 

algorlthmi In addition, that restriction Justifies the 

existence of the data processing center as a profit making 

service department within the corporation. 

2.  System lmbalanoe due to central memory 

one shot resldenoy. 

We have assumed earlier in this chapter that oentral 

memory resldenoy is guaranteed to any program after it has 

begun exeoutlon.  This assumption has led us to oonolude 

that no swapping consideration needed to be lnoluded in the 

design of the algorithm and has therefore simplified the 

design process In Itself.  Unfortunately, this limitation 

may have a degrading effect on the performance of the 

algorithm.  Most oomputer systems used today are provided 

with a console and highly Interactive capabilities enabling 
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the operator to kill* or drop* a program If necessary. 

When this occurs, the program Is swapped out and the oontrol 

point** at which It was executing Is freed and made avail- 

able to another eventual process.  The same polloy Is 

followed whenever a Job Is suspended for rerun* or termi- 

nates abnormally.  In the system presented here, such 

situations will not be handled similarly. 

Since scheduling Is determined via an optimization 

algorithm, It Is Impossible for the system to adjust Itself 

to unforseen situations without the risk of running Into a 

bottleneck.  The solution given by the zero-one maohlne Is 

optimal and represents the equilibrium of the system.  Any 

change to that solution Is therefore likely to oreate a 

system Imbalance unless the change happens to reflect an 

equivalent solution.  Chances for obtaining an equivalent 

basic solution are very slim and It might be better to 

adopt a passive stand rather than free the control point 

whenever a drop, kill, rerun or abnormal termination ocoura. 

The storage space occupied by the program In question will 

be wasted, but the user will only be charged for the time 

*  Premature termination of a Job due to an operator Drop, 
Rerun or Kill command.  (see Appendix) 

**  Control point area contains information suoh as the Job 
name, processing time accumulated, related control 
statements, etc (Scope Operating System  see 
Appendix) 
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memory product used up to the time of the condition.  Thla 

policy la however not reflected In the objeotlve function 

since It Is mathematically Impossible to lntroduoe its 

oonoept In the zero-one formulation. The frequenoy distri- 

bution of operator drop, kill or rerun due to abnormal 

situations Is very much dependent upon the environment the 

center Is operating In and cannot be generalized.  The 

algorithm described in this ohapter is fully valid only 

under the assumption that all programs submitted to the 

center will exeoute to completion without any problem. 

Further research is needed to encompass real situations 

such as those desoribed above.  Another area requiring 

further Investigation Is desoribed below as "overlap 

crisis". 

3.  Overlap orlsls. 

Let tj be the time at which prooess J gains acoess to 

memory and t£ ■ t. ♦ t. the time at whloh its exeoutlon is 

completed.  Suppose in addition that t.<T<t2«  For suoh a 

process e   will be equal to 0.  We say that the prooess 
J iT 

Is in overlap orlsls. As pointed out earlier in this 

chapter, the zero-one maohlne will not consider the contri- 

butions of prooesses in overlap orlsls. 

Because it is impossible to know in advanoe the Job 

mix characteristics, it is probable that in applications, 
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overlap crisis situations will ooour within eaoh scheduling 

decision.  A policy of not considering any crisis prooess 

in the basic solution as contributing in the profit to the 

oenter will be followed in this thesis in order to simplify 

the complexity of the algorithm. 

It was primarily thought that crisis processes oould 

be considered by the zero-one machine with the Introduction 

of an additional variable °i x ♦ t« ln tne 86t# 1 °« At* 

e  2   , e. T, tJf s, Cy   Bjlof variables descri- 

bing the scheduling characteristics of any prooess J. 

Because of the step function character of variable e   , 
J11 

and by definition of e   , It 1B clear that e, T . ,.  ■ 1 j,t j,I ♦ tj 

and e . t :1 for any time t fc t ♦ t, and any prooess J of 

execution time t..  Consequently, variable °« x ♦ t 

represents a dependable indication of whether or not prooess 

J was selected ln the basic solution by the zero-one pro- 

gram.  Thus, the formulation of the optimum profit 

generated by the center during the next oontrol interval 

would seem to be more accurate with the introduction of 

variable e. - + . i on the other hand, maximum efficiency 

would be Impossible to achieve during T and storage spaoe 

left unused would increase because the soheduler would tend 

to postpone the scheduling as muoh as possible.  Por this 

*  this set is referred to as the characteristic set ln the 
sequel. 
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reason, the approach was rejected and the policy described 

in section B was adopted.  Therefore, the characteristic 

set of any process J oontalns only the following elemental 

eJ,Af ej, 2At eJ,T -At1 eJ.T» tj« 8j- cy   By 

It Is, however, possible to reduce the number of 

variables Involved In the scheduling decisions.  We shall 

now present how this could be done. 

4.  Simplifications. 

Suppose that at the ourrent oontrol period, the Jobs 

present In the wait queue have the following execution time 

characteristicsi 

Jobs (J)i   1  2   3  i*       5  6  7  8  9  10 

duration!  05  01  20  25  02  10  10  25  15  05 

V 
Let us assume that all Jobs are heavy CPU bound 1 the maxi- 

mum length of T Is automatically determined to be 118 
10 

systems seconds (T ■  V"  t.),  With a &t of 1 seoond, 
J - 1  J 

whloh represents In fact the upper bound permissible here, 

the non-simplified zero-one linear programming formulation 

will oontaln a total of 1180 variables (118*10) and 2597 

constraints (1180 of type (1), 118 of type (2), 118 of type 

(3), 1180 of type (5) and 1 of type (4) ). 
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A few variables can be eliminated.  Por example, no 

Job can be completed In a time period less than Its 

duration.  Therefore, for each J, variables *jft» 
for fc ' 

flt, 2At t, -At can be Ignored.  Approaohed In 

this fashion, the zero-one linear programming problem 

requires 1072 variables and 2381 constraints distributed 

In the following manners 

number of constraints 
obs variables (1)    (2)    (3)    (4)    (5) 

1 114 114 
2 118 118 
3 99 99 
4 94 94 
5 117 117 
6 109 109 
7 109 109 
8 94 94 
9 104 104 

10 114 114 
total 1072 1072   118   118    1   1672 

total number of oonatralnta 
rc1Bx 2381. 

With the Introduction of the above simplifications, the 

zero-one linear formulation can be made substantially 

smaller.  This will result in faster scheduling decisions. 

5.  HaoroBohedullng. 

Because of the competitive nature of the prlolng 

system on whloh this algorithm Is based. It may be diffi- 

cult for users with limited budget to ever gain aoceaa to 
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the computer system central memory.  A system of prime, 

non-prime and off hours costing and users oharglng could be 

utilized that will attempt to lower the load on the system 

at critical periods of the day.  It would then be much more 

advantageous for some users to schedule their utilisation 

of the data processing center during non-prime or off-hours 

time when the C parameter of the system is much lower. 

E.  Conclusions and Remarks. 

In this chapter, we have presented a conceptual 

framework for developing an overall zero-one linear storage 

allocator. The allocator prloes storage resource aooordlng 

to the individual user's estimate of the value of service 

obtained through the computer system.  In order to simplify 

the design of the algorithm, we have had to assume that the 

Job mix was uniform, and that all programs acoesslng the 

system would terminate normally.  In the next ohapter of 

this thesis, we present simulations of the behavior of the 

allocator for some Jobstream. 

We want to point out one final word.  The storage 

scheduling approach followed in this thesis is believed to 

provide the data oenter user with a "feel" of what is 

happening to his or her Jobs at the mlorolevel.  Provided 

with the ability to lnteraot with the soheduler and ohange 

his or her processes priority through the modification of 
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the pay-will parameters, the user will be encouraged to 

take the external scheduling process more seriously and to 

design his or her Jobs very oarefully before submission to 

the data center.  In this rwspeot, the whole user's 

attitude toward data processing oenter macrosohedullng will 

be changed from that of a relatively passive one to that of 

a more active and dynamic one.  With such encouragement 

from the users community, the data center maorosohedullng 

oould be made easier. 
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III.  SIMULATION KODEL 

In a computing system with finite resouroes and a 

demand for resouroes that periodically exceeds capacity, 

the operating system has to make many policy decisions. 

Policy decisions will Include as many relevant factors aa 

possible.  Por example, the core allocator algorithm will 

mostly consider such factors as the amount of memory 

requested, the amount of memory available, the Job priority, 

the estimated Job run time, other outstanding requests and 

the availability of other requested peripherals.  Disa- 

greement arises as to how factors should be weighed and the 

strategies that are most appropriate for the Installation 

workload.  The component of the operating system that 

decides which Jobs should be allowed to oompete for the CPU 

and hence for core storage Is the Job scheduler. 

The first two chapters of this thesis were written 

with the objective of fully describing the requirements and 

problems Intrinsic to the development and design of a 

scheduler for any given computing environment.  We have 

discussed the theoretical framework for the design and the 

description of a new type of scheduler in Chapter II.  The 

scheduler Is based on the concept that core memory should 

be based on the value of the output to the user.  We have 

explained and emphasized how relevant scheduling decisions 
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could be made through the solution of a zero-one linear 

machine. 

This chapter will present the results and analysis 

of simulation experiments conducted In the course of the 

design.  Before such a presentation oan be made, a brief 

description of the hardware and software used, as well as 

of the data operated upon Is in order. 

A.  Simulation Environment. 

The Lehlgh University CDC 6400 computer system Is In 

the environment In whloh the experiments were oonduoted. 

The system operates under the SCOPE 3.4.4 Operating System 

and consists of one CPU and ten peripheral processors or 

PP's.  The peripheral processors are virtual machines with 

their own CPU and memory, operating independently of eaoh 

other and of the main CPU.  The PP's may aooess both cen- 

tral memory and their own 4K of core (K ■ 1024 in ootal). 

Central memory consists of 120K (octal) 60 bits-words. 

The operating system supports two concurrent modes of 

servicei  batch (looal and remote) and time sharing.  The 

system is multlprogrammed up to fifteen Jobs may be active 

at one time.  Each active Job Is said to reside at a 

control point and may be In one of five stages of exeoutloni 

exeoutlng with the CPU, waiting for some PP activity to 

complete, waiting for an operator aotlon, or swapped out. 
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The data used for the study were generated on the CDC 

6400 and represent aotual resource requests on the system 

for a normal working day In the university, (appendix) 

Part of the software used In the study Is the MPOS 

(Multi-purpose Optimization System) developed by North- 

western University.  HPOS Is an Integrated system of 

oomputer programs to solve optimization problems on CDC 

6000/CYBER oomputer systems.  Beoause of Its relatively 

simple structure and repertoire of algorithms, HPOS has 

been used by many students in several universities aoross 

the United States.  The system Is designed for university 

uses of small to medium size optimization problems and was 

a limiting factor In this study.  Other commercial mathe- 

matical programming systems, such as CDC's APEX, dlreoted 

at the solution of very large problems stemming from 

oorporate or Industry models, were not available.  Aooess 

to suoh larger and often faster systems would have provided 

greater flexibility to this study and would have facili- 

tated the work greatly. 

The computational procedure used In the Interpretations 

of the zero-one linear program Is Gomory's outtlng plane 

algorithm for the all-Integer programming problem. 

Gomory's algorithm was chosen Instead of other zero-one 

algorithms suoh as the Branch and Bound Mixed Integer 

Program, (BBMIP), or the DSZ1IP algorithm, beoause of Its 
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ability to change the boundaries of the solution spaoe 

without slicing off any of the feasible Integer solutions 

to the original problem.  BBMIP and DSZ1IP prooeed by 

enumeration of all possible solutions to the Integer pro- 

blem and were prohibitively expensive in terms of storage 

spaoe required for their adequate ezeoutlon. 

B,  Simulation Procedures, 

1,  Methodology. 

The object of the simulation experiments was not the 

study of the Lehlgh University oomputer system operating 

under a zero-one sohoduler. The simulation study presented 

in this chapter was oonduoted in order to provide visibility 

on the behavior of the zero-one sohoduler.  Thus the sample 

data file provided by the University Computing Center is 

read and Interpreted by a FORTRAN program QpJ so as to 

generate situations whereby the utilization of the zero-one 

sohoduler capabilities becomes a necessity.  The FORTRAN 

program does not take into account the Jobs' entry time in 

the oomputer system.  As the file is read, resouroe utili- 

zation data suoh as memory requests, CPU time requests, 

CP time requests and PP time requests are used by the pro- 

gram In the generation of the zero-one linear formula.  The 

program translates the scheduling problem Into the zero-one 

formulation file whloh is in turn used as input to the HPOS 
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package.  MPOS then processes the formula rla Gomory's 

algorithm.  KPOS output oontalns the optlaum aohedullng 

deolslons and the optimum value of the objeotlve funotlon 

for the planning horizon oonsldered.  The output file la 

analyzed for determination of which Jobs are granted acoeaa 

to memory, and whloh are not.  The Jobs J such that e _ ■ 1 
J»* 

(where T is the length of the operating Interval) are 

released from the system and will not be oonsldered aotlve 

during the next operating Interval.  Plgure 3-1 displays 

a partial representation of the flow of information within 

the simulation model. 

Actual schedules could be determined by further anal- 

ysis of the MPOS output file. (see "Sohedullng Deolslons" 

(section 8) for information on how this was done.) 

At the oontrol period, every Job In the wait queue is 

assigned a characteristic variable name. 

The exeoutlon time limit request of the Job and the &t 

parameter are used by the FORTRAN program in the determina- 

tion of the number of elements on the Job's characteristic 

set.  In an attempt to simplify the design of the experi- 

ments, the At parameter was chosen to be 1 system second. 

The program then determines the c. and B. parameters of the 

Jobs present in the queue and finally writes the objeotlve 

function of the zero-one problem.  If after determination 

of c  and Ej, of a Job J, it is discovered that B. is less 
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Figure 3-1 
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than c , then Job J will be flagged as invalid and will not 

be oonsldered In the zero-one formulation.  In real life 

situations, an appropriate message oould be written In the 

Job's dayfile in order to make the user aware of the Job's 

situation during that particular processing period.  The 

user would then either Increase the B. parameter or resub- 

mlt the Job in another processing period, or both. 

The program finally writes resource constraints (1), 

(3) and (4) only.  The reason for the omission of 

constraints of type 2 is not readily apparent and will be 

explained later In this chapter. 

2.  Variables Table Determination-Jobs' 
Characteristic Sets. 

The MPOS package was used with the standard input.  The 

standard Input is the algebraic format where problems are 

stated in natural mathematical format.  Each variable must 

have a distinct variable name. At the oontrol period, 

every Job in the queue is assigned a variable name A thru Z. 

Letters E and H are not used because of lntrlnslo restric- 

tions of the MPOS package and of the Fortran Simulator. 

A question frequently asked in the oourse of this 

experimental work wasi  "What is the optimum number of Jobs 

that should be permitted to reside in the ready queue at 

the control period?".  Too many ready Jobs oould produoe 

Internal conflicts and degrade capaolty oompared to a 
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smaller number of Jobs.  Too few ready Jobs may not aohlere 

maximum capacity and maximum utilization of the system.  It 

Is evident that the number of Jobs in the ready queue at 

the control period will depend on the workload Imposed on 

the system. 

Beoause of the ezoesslve amount of storage required by 

the MPOS package, particularly when the Gomory algorithm Is 

used, the number of concurrent ready and potentially aotlve 

Jobs was restricted to a maximum of 8 at eaoh oontrol 

period of the simulation study. 

The number 8 Is the result of different tests oonduo- 

ted prior to the simulations, In an effort to establish the 

threshold at whloh oentral memory spaoe required by the 

simulation software paokage would exceed the maximum amount 

of core memory available for use on the CDC 6400.  Careful 

analysis of the data provided by the Computing Center 

further showed that a maximum of 8 ready/potentially aotlve 

Jobs at the oontrol period was approximately equivalent to 

a maximum cumulative time limit request of 35 system 

seoonds above whloh the simulation software will request 

excess exeoution storage spaoe.  Consequently, the Portran 

program stops scanning and reading the ready queue as soon 

as the cumulative exeoution time limit exceeds 35 system 

seoonds, or when the number of Jobs scanned is equal to 8, 

whichever condition prevails.  The program then begins the 
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coding of the zero-one problem in algebralo format 

(variables table only) for Input to the KPOS package, 
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3.  Determination of Cj's. 

The Fortran program reads the characteristics of each 

teat Jobs In the attribute array,  ATHIB (J, K), K - 1,9. 

The C . associated to any Job J 18 determined with the 

values of ATRIB (J, 1), ATRIB (J, 5). ATRIB (J, 6), ATRIB 

(J, 7) and ATRIB (J, 9). 

The values of the attributes array for Job J are the 

followlngi 

ATRIB (J.l) 

ATRIB (J,2) 

ATRIB (J.3) 

ATRIB (J,*0 

ATRIB (J,5) 

ATRIB (J,6) 

ATRIB (J,7) 

ATRIB (J,8) 

ATRIB (J,9) 

oentral memory request (In deol> 
mal) 

oentral processing time request 

channel time request 

peripheral processor time 
request 

system seconds 

Job card priority 

processing periodi 

1. for Prime-Time 
2. for Non-Prime Time 
3. for Off-Hours 

Time of entry In the computer 
system (time Is In seconds of 
the oentury) 

processing modei 

1. for Batch Jobs 
2. for Interactive Jobs 
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The formula used for the computation of the C.'s is 

the followlngi 

Cj - ATHIB (J.l) • ATHIB (J,5) • CMP • C  • PP 

wherei  C  Is the execution charge unit, 
PP Is the priority factor of the Job 

and    CML is a central memory factor. 

Replacing ATRIB (J,l) and ATHIB (J,5) by *j *nd tj 

respectively, yields the formulai 

C  - CKF • PP • C  *8i*ti 

se ttlng  C = C  • CMP • PP, the expression for C. 

becomesi  C,=C*8.*t« 

which was arrived at differently In chapter II.  The CMP 

and PF factors are dlmenslonless whereas C  and therefore 

C are expressed In J/word/system second. 

The priority factor (PF) of the Job Is established by 

the scheduler as a function of the Job card priority of the 

Job.  The Job card priority (JCP) /Priority factor (PP) 

function or (JCP)/(PF) function for the study Is represen- 

ted by the following tablet  (batch Jobs only) 

JCP 
PP T72 TT5 T75 h 

(JCP/PF function for batch Jobs only) 
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For Interactive Jobs, the PP is also a function of the 

processing periodi Interactive Jobs have JCP equal to 0. 

The (JCP)/(PP) funotlon for Interactive Jobs Is the follow- 

lngi 

Processing Period 
"PT 

Prime      Non-Prime      Off-Hours 
TTF TT T7T 

(JCP/PP function for Interactive Jobs) 

The central memory factor or CUP of the expression 

depends on the level of central memory request for the 

processing period.  It Is established through the lookup of 

the following tablet 

-^^   CM 
—^Request 

Processing  ^^^ 
Period      ^"^--^ 

3 OK 
921 

60K 
384 

100K 
512 

120 K 
640 

(ootal units) 
(system units) 

Prime Hours .38 .50 .62 .80 

Non-Prime Hours .36 .*5 .52 .64 

Off-Hours .33 .36 .38 .40 h 

CM Pactor Table 

(X system units = (XQ/10)K octal units) 

(XQ IS the value of X expressed in ootal) 
K - 1024 words 

Por this simulation model, the short tern fluctuations 

of the C parameter will not be considered. 

The formula used for the generation of any prooess C. 
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guarantees that the value of Cj is dlreotly proportional to 

the process request for tine and only "weakly" proportional 

to the prooess request for spaoe.  Time is the most orltl- 

cal and most limiting constraint of the scheduling prooess. 

4.  Determination of B.'s. 

The B. parameter represents the prooess maximum pay- 

will for spaoe • time resource request.  Processes entering 

the system with a B. parameter less than the corresponding 

C. parameter are automatically rejected by the scheduler. 

For this simulation model, every prooess's B. is obtained 

by uniformly randomizing around the process's corresponding 

C«.  The randomization is performed in suoh a way that the 

Bj will always exceed the C  i the expression of B< 

generated by the simulator is as followsi 

B. - C  * (1 + XX), where XX is a uniform random 

variable between 0 and 1. 

The model does not simulate real life situations in 

which, when the B. is less than the corresponding C., the 

computer system scheduler would flag the Job as unacceptable. 

The scheduler would then display a "rejection list" and 

would aooept Interactive or batoh modification of the 

offending B.'s.  Modification of the B.'s is difficult to 

model slnoe the distribution of users' changes oannot be 

clearly characterized. 
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5, Objeotlve Function. 

The ooefflolent for every e _, variable is the differ- 

ence between the Job's B. and its corresponding C..  The 

program writes the objeotlve function aooordlng to that 

definition. 

6. Constraints, 

Constraints (1), (3) and (4) are written by the 

program exactly as it was explained in the previous chapter. 

Constraints (2), however, are of the form 

£ x   
(ej,t ♦ tj - ej,t> ^ 1 for ' ■ At- 2At» 

T - At, T 

and lndloate that at least one Job must be in exeoutlon at 

any time period.  These constraints guarantee (in theory) 

that the system will be multlprogrammed.  It was observed 

during the experimental tests that the zero»one maohlne will 

always attempt to sohedule a Job whenever possible because 

of the MAXIMIZE olause of the zero-one formulation 

For that matter, constraints of type 2 do not have any 

effect on the basic solution of the algorithm when the 

operating interval length is fixed in advanoe.  Their 

effeot on the scheduling decisions is covered by the Inher- 

ent structure of the zero-one algorithm.  It was therefore 
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decided to remove the constraints from the MPOS input file. 

The simulator creates a few additional constraints in 

an attempt to reduoe MPOS aotlvltyi MPOS will oonslder for 

scheduling only those variables of the zero-one formulation 

which are effectively active.  (Chapter II, section 

"Simplification of the Zero-one Formulation.) 

7.  Optimum Length of the Operating Interval. 

A question whloh arose often in the course of this 

experimental work wast  "What is the optimum length of the 

control interval?".  It is undeniable that the length of T 

is orltloal to the performance of the soheduler.  A long 

control Interval would facilitate the scheduling deolslons 

but would tend to degrade storage capacityi a short opera- 

ting Interval would Increase storage efficiency but would 

complicate scheduling deolslons.  Let us denote by PSRP 

(Performance), the ratio of the cumulative time request for 

all Jobs in the ready queue over the length ohosen for the 

control Interval.  The larger PEHP, the more oomplez but 

the more efflolent scheduling beoomes.  For the simulation 

model presented here, the PERP faotor has been ohosen to be 

5 beoause of the restraints of the MPOS package and the 

limited availability of executable oentral memory. Slnoe 

the maximum cumulative time request aooeptable in the simu- 

lation model is 35 systems seconds, the corresponding 
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maximum length of T Is therefore 7 systems seoonds.  It was 

not possible to study the fluctuations of the scheduling 

decisions for variations of T.  This, we believe, would 

have been possible and enriching had we been able to have 

access to larger commercial Industrial optimisation 

packages.  Plgure 3-3 represents a typloal MPOS Input 

file generated by the Fortran program.  The characteristics 

of the Jobs considered In figure 3-3 arc displayed in 

figure 3-2. 

JOBS PARAMETERS (RUN NUMBER 1) 

CM   CP   CH  PP   (SS/10)  JCP  PPR  MODE  PAYMIN  PAYWILL 

160 1.0  .7  5.8 A 0   3 L    1      45. *»8. 
129 .3  .2  2.2 .1 0   ] L   1      9. 13. 
168 .6  .4  1.9 .3 0    1 L    1      35. 67. 
132 .6  .5 2.5 .3 0    1 L    1      28. 33. 
160 2.0  .2  2.2 .7 0    1 1   1     68. 122. 
22U 1.7 1.1 13.0 .6 0    1 L    2    2**5. "59. 
160 l.J*  .9 3.5 .6 0    1 L   1     67. 113. 
22U 1.3  .6 2.6 .6 0    1 L   1     9*. 135. 

FIGURE 3-2. 

(Paymln and Paywlll are rounded to the nearest unit.) 
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NROS VERSION 3.7       NORTHUCSTCRN UMIVCRSITY 

• M  f  0  S • 
• • 
• VCRSION  3.2 • 
• • 
• nULTI-ruftTOK   OPTIMIZATION  STSTCn  • 

tt((*   mOM.CH  NUHKR      1   ••••• 

TITLE 
MUTCX 
• ••••  USC CUTTIMO FLANC ALOORITHH OF COHORT  ••••• 
OOMORY 

••»••  VARIABLC TAM.C  ••••• 
INTCOCR 

■ ••••  CONTROL INTERVAL Of 7 SYSTCit SCCONM  ••••• 

A1001 TO A100 7 
• 1001 TO • 1007 
ClOOt TO C1007 
D1001 TO D1007 
F100I TO F1007 
01001 TO 01007 
11001 TO 11007 
J1001 TO J1007 

•••••  OBJCCTIVC FUNCTION OCFINITION  ••••• 
HAXIMZC 

♦ 3A1007 ♦ 411007 ♦   32C10O7 ♦    301007 ♦   34FI007 ♦  21401007 
♦ 4611007 ♦ 41JI007 ♦ 

•••••  CONSTRAINTS OCFINITION  ••••• 
CONSTRAINTS 

• ••••  CONSTRAINTS OF TTPC II STCR FUNCTION  SMS* 
1. A1001 -AI002 .LC. 0. 
2. A1002 -A1003 .LC. 0. 
3. A1003 -A1004 .LC. 0. 
4. A10O4 -A1003 .LC. 0. 
3.  A1003 -AlOO* .LC. 0. 
A. A1006 -A1007 .LC. 0. 
7.  B1001 -SI002 .LC. 0. 
B. 11002 -11003 .LC. 0. 
9.      11003 -11004 .LC. 0. 

10. S1004 -»1003 .LC. 0. 
11. 11003 ->100A .LC. 0. 

FIGURE   3-3 
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12. • 10O4 -■1007 .LI. 0. 
13. C1001 -C1002 .LI. 0. 
14. C1002 -C1003 .LI. 0. 
13. C1003 -C10O4 .LI. 0. 
14. C10O4 -C1003 .LI. 0. 
17. C10O3 -C1004 .LI. 0. 
It. C1004 -C1007 .LI. 0. 
If. 01001 -01002 .LI. 0. 
20. D1002 -01003 .LI. 0. 
21. 0100 3 -D1004 .LI. 0. 
22. 010O4 -01003 .LI. 0. 
23. 010O3 -01004 .LI. 0. 
24. 01OO4 -01007 .LI. 0. 
23. F1001 -rioo2 .LI. 0. 

24. F10O2 -F1003 .LI. 0. 
27. F1003 -rioo4 .LI. 0. 
21. F1004 -rtoos .LI. 0. 
2». FIOOS -PI004 .LI. 0. 
30. FI0O4 -F1007 .LI. 0. 
31. 01001 -01002 .LI. 0. 
32. 01002 -01003 .LI. 0. 
33. 01003 -01004 .LI. 0. 
34. 01004 -01003 .LI. 0. 
33. 010O3 -01004 .LI. 0. 
34. 01004 -01007 .LI. 0. 
37. 11001 -11002 .LI. 0. 
3S. 11002 -11003 .LI. 0. 
3f. 11003 -11004 .LI. 0. 
40. 11004 -11003 .LI. 0. 
41. I10O3 -11004 .LI. 0. 
42. 11004 -11007 .LI. 0. 
43. J1001 -J1002 .LI. 0. 
44. J1002 -J1003 .LI. 0. 
43. J1003 -JI004 .LI. 0. 
44. J1004 -J1003 .LI. 0. 
47. J10O3 -J1004 .LI. 0. 
48. J10O4 -J1007 

CNO CONSTRAINTS TYPC 1  ••••• 
.LI. 0. 

••<•• •COIN SIMPLIFICATION CONSTRAINTS ••••a 
••••• THCSC CONSTRAINTS FORCC HF08 ••••• 
•*••• TO CONCCNTRATC ON EFFECTJVC CONSTRAINTS •tt«* 

4V. A1003 .1 EO. 0 
30. C1002 .i CO. 0 
31. 01002 .i CO. 0 
32. '1003 .i CO. 0 
33. 010O3 .i CO. 0 
34. I10O3 .i CO. 0 
33. J10O3 .i CO. 0 

FIGURE  3-3     (continued) 
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••ttt  CND CONSTRAINTS SINTLiriCATION  »••»• 

•«t«a  DCOIN CONSTRAINTS TTFf 3: RCSOURCC CONSTRAINTS  ••••• 
••••S  SPACC USCB AT ANT TIM MUST K Lift THAN *40 UNITS  ••■•• 

3*. 

37. 

3S. 

3». 

*0. 

*1. 

* 1*0A1003 -  1*OA1001 * 
* 13201004 -  13201001 ♦ 
* 1*011007 -  1*011001 ♦ 

♦ l*OA100* 
♦ I3201OO9 
♦ 1*011007 

♦ 1*0A1007 
♦ 1320100* 
♦ 1*011007 

* 1*OA1007 
* 13201007 
* 1*011007 

1*0A1002 ♦ 
13201002 ♦ 
1*011002   * 

1*0A1003 ♦ 
13201OO3 ♦ 
1*011003   ♦ 

13*01002 
1*0*1007 
334J1007 

12*01003 
l*0fl007 
224J1007 

12*01004 
l*OF1007 
224Jl007 

12*11001 * 
i*oriooi ♦ 
224J1001 ♦ 

.LC. *40 

i*ocioo4 - 
22401007  - 

12901002  *     1*0C1009 
1MT1002   *     22401007 
224J1002   ♦ 

.LI.     *40 

12*01003   *     1*0000* 
l*0TI0O3   ♦     32401007 
234J1003   ♦ 

.LC.      *40 

1*0AI004   ♦     12*11003  -     12*01004 ♦     1*00007 
13201004   ♦     1*0M007  -     1*0M004 *     22401007 
1*011004   ♦     224J1007   -     224J1004 ♦ 

.LC. *40 

1*0A1007 - 
13201007 - 
1*011007 - 

1*0A1007 - 
13201007 - 

t*OA1003 ♦ 
13201OO3 ♦ 
1*011003 * 

l*OA10O*  * 
13201004   ♦ 

12*0100* - 
1MT1007 - 
224J1007  - 

12*01007  - 
1*0T1007  - 

♦     1*011007  -     1*01100*   ♦     224J1007  - 

aaaaa     CND CONSTRAINTS   TYPC   3     aaaaa 

12*01003  ♦ 
t*orioos ♦ 
224JI00S   ♦ 

.LC.     *40 

12*0100*  « 
i*orioo* ♦ 

224J100*   * 
.LC.     *40 

1*0C1007 
22401007 

1*00007  - 
22401007  - 

1*4X1001 
22401001 

l*0C1002 
22401003 

1*00003 
22401003 

l*0C1004 
22401004 

l*OC10O3 
32401003 

1*0C1004 
3340100* 

»«t»» 
■••a* 

KOIN CONSTRAINTS TTPC 4  »•»«» 
MAXIMUM CFTICICNCT CONSTRAINT Of SHORC 

42. 3O4C1007 ♦ 

»«»»» CND CONSTRAINT TYFC 4 aaaaa 

*4OA1007 ♦  13*01007 ♦ 
**0I1007 ♦ 1344J1007 ♦ 

aaaaa 

3**01007 ♦  **0T1007 ♦ 134401007 

.LC.    4400 

aaaaa CONSTRAINTS TYTC st ZCRO-ONC CONSTRAINTS aaaaa 
ONOALL   1 
LIMIT   3O00 
OPTIHIZC 

FIGURE 3-3 (oontlnued) 
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3.  KPOs Solution. 

The objective of the KPOS package Is to determine a 

zero-one Integer solution from which a possible schedule 

could be derived.  The zero-one Integer solution Implicitly 

denotes those processes that will not get access to central 

memory.  The e. T variable of such processes Is always 

equal to 0.  Let us consider a Job J and Its associated 

sequence of eJt,  e j^, e ^ ej.ti' CJ.t! ♦ 1» 

GJ,T 

(At - 1 for this simulation study.) 

Suppose e.   Is the first of those e,  's whose value 
J.ti Jtt 

Is equal to 1 when reading from the left (e. ..  is the 

first non-zero variable).  All other values to the right of 

e, ,.  will be equal to 1, whereas all values to the left of 
J t *• i 

e, „     will be 0.  e    Indicates the exact time at which 
J»cl Jtti 

process J completed execution and was released from the 

systemi (the control point at which the Job was exeoutlng 

Is made available to another potential process).  Since 

swapping Is not allowed, the knowledge of Job J exeoutlon 

time limit request permits determination of the exeoutlon 

period of the Job and, therefore,  the Job's sohedule.  Job 

J started executing at time t. - t«. 

The HPOS output for the Input file shown In figures 

3-2 and 3 - 3 Is displayed In figure 3 - **. The appropri- 

ate schedule for the control Interval considered Is drawn 
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In  figure  3-5- 

OBJECTIVE  FUNCTION 318 AT   ITERATION 244 
TIME   - 29.228 SECS. 

SUMMARY   OP RESULTS 

A1001 B 0 A1002 • 0 A1003 ■ »  0 A1004 . "  0 
A1005 ■ 0 A1006 ■ 0 A1007 « ■  0 B1001 ■ ■  0 
B1002 ■ 0 B1003 ■ 0 B1004 - •  0 B1005 • •  0 
B1006 a 0 B1007 ' 1 C1001 « ■  0 C1002 . »  0 
C1003 a 0 C1004 - 0 C1005 « ■  0 C1006 ■ ■  0 
C1007 ■ 0 D1001 « 0 D1002 - ■  0 D1003 ■ >  0 
D1004 ■ 0 D1005 ■ 0 D1006 > i  0 D1007 - 

PI004 ■ 
■  0 

F1001 m 0 F1002 • 0 PI003 - -  0 •  0 
F1005 o 0 F1006 • 1 F1007 ■ ■  1 G1001 • -  0 
G1002 a 0 G1003 ■ 0 G1004 . •  0 G1005 • -  0 
G1006 a 1 G1007 « 1 11001 > »  0 11002 > -  0 
11003 a 0 11004 • 0 11005 • •  0 11006 ■ ■ 1 
11007 a 1 J1001 • 0 J1002 • ■  0 J1003 > «  0 
J1004 " 0 J1005 « 0 J1006 -  0 J1007 " «  0 

FIGt JRE 3 - 4 

Port 1 Lai Output 

A* 

+ 4 
Tine 

mi 
'P(l60)I 

2Zz£ nnnnntnnmnnnnnnnnnnnnnnTrm 
 i I     G(224) I ' I 

///////////////////)///}///////////////////A 

'/////////////////W/6/0/}//////////////////// 
± 

FIGURE 3-5 
(the number In parentheses represents CM requests) 
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The value of the objective function is the optlaua 

schedule's differential return to the computer system.  By 

differential returns we mean the dlfferenoe value between 

the B and C parameters of the soheduled Jobs.  The dif- 

ferential returns represent the net returns to the ooaputer 

system.  For the example shown In figures 3 - 3. 3 - 4, 

and 3-5, the objeotlve function value Is 318 dollars. 

The corresponding returns obtained In the same oontrol 

Interval with a Best Pit and First Fit strategies are 262 

and 90 dollars respectively.  Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show 

the comparative schedules obtained with the Best Pit and 

First Pit algorithms for the Jobs of figures 3-3 and 

3-4. 

BJ- ZERO-  BEST  PIHST 
JOBS  CM   (SS/10)  PAYMIN  PAYWILL  CJ   ONB    PIT   PIT 

A 160 .4 
B 129 .1 
C 168 .3 
D 132 .3 
F 160 .7 
G 224 .6 
I 160 .6 
J 224 .6 

45. 48. 
9. 13. 

35. 67. 
28. 33. 
68. 122. 

245. 459. 
67. 113. 
94. 135. 

0 1   1 
1 1   1 

32. 0 0   1 
5. 0 01 

54. 1 0   0 
214. 1 1     0 
46. 1 0    1 
41. 0 10 

FIGURE 3-6 

COMPARATIVE ZERO-ONE, BEST PIT AND 
FIRST PIT SCHEDULES 
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PIGURE   3-7 

4 
Tlae 

ZEHO- 
ONE 
SCHED- 
ULE 
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< 
BEST 
PIT 
SCHED- 
ULE 

/ 

PIRST< 
PIT       ) 
SCHED- 
ULE 

7777777 

nin)innhmmnni(mihnn\nnih 

/////////////////{/////////////zzzq 
I   I 

//////////////////////////////777777 

tiuii(iiii\mn)iimh 
B    I 

777777\ 

//////////////////////////////77T7rt_ 

77 nn{mmnnnmmmnmm 

//////{/////////////////^ 
rrmf 

mnzmznpznt^ 
z mzmzhzpzzm 

i 
/////v////(////m///////////m77 

i        r 
I L 

COMPARATIVE SCHEDULES 
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Figure 3-8 represents partial results for 20 control 

Interval decisions.  It was found that In teras of differen- 

tial dollar returns, the zero-one algorithm outperformed 

the Best Pit and First Fit algorithms by faotors of .095 

and .14 per control Interval, respectively.  The results 

mean that under normal conditions of control Interval 

operations, one should expeot the zero-one algorithm model 

presented In this thesis to generate substantially more 

dollar returns to the oomputer system than the Best Pit or 

Plrst Fit algorithms for example. 

RUN NUMBER      FIRST PIT BEST PIT ZERO-ONE 

1 90. 262. 318. 
2 66.27 123.18 140.25 
3 8.86 80.95 105.14 
4 42.62 82.09 178.02 
5 133.26 133.26 154.38 
6 137.47 183.61 272.06 
7 183.03 128.81 223.02 
8 52.73 47.98 322.34 
9 58.29 58.29 116.06 

10 61.62 56.87 105.88 
11 0.00 49.71 78.95 
12 51.21 46.18 34.95 
13 15.77 70.61 86.96 
14 62.93 81.69 147.63 
15 20.87 75.36 105.57 

124.96 16 7.12 19.83 
17 30.58 42.99 191.29 
18 2.36 1^.77 162.81 
19 18.36 19.96 49.58 
20 23.57 

PIGURE 3-8 

DIFFERENTIAL RETURNS 

23.57 105.84 
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The zero-one algorithm ooncept is especially applicable 

when oentral memory is overcrowded.  The results of the 

simulation suggest that computer centers administrations 

have, with the zero-one algorithm, a tool to use memory 

overorowdlng as a means to generate extra dollars returns. 

In addition, the zero-one algorithm guarantees optimum 

scheduling decisions for the oontrol Interval. 

The oontrol Interval approaoh assumes that Jobs arrive 

In the system by Intervals and that memory Is overcrowded 

at the oontrol period*.  Moreover, under the oontrol 

Interval approach, It Is not, in general, good policy to 

schedule a Job during the current Interval if there Is a 

possibility to schedule the same Job during the following 

control Interval when the presence of other Jobs will have 

generated more competition for storage. 

The oontrol Interval approaoh, therefore, generates 

competition between the Jobs or the customers of the system 

before attempting any servlolng.  The example of figure 

3-9 should help clarify this part of the oonoept. 

*  oontrol periods  Is the time at which scheduling deoW 
slons for the next operating Interval 
are made. 
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OBS CM ss BJ-CJ 2KB0-0NE 

▲ 160 4 3. 0 
B 129 2 4. 1 
C 168 5 32. 0 
D 132 5 5. 0 
P 160 7 5*. 1 
G 224 5 214. 1 
I 160 5 46. 1 
J 224 5 41. 0 

P(160) 

G(224) 

1(224) 

FIGURE 3-9 

Bd29) 
)51 units 

of storage 
free. No 
scheduling 
will take 
plaoe beoause 
overlap ori- 
els Is not 
allowed (vol- 
untary frag- 
mentation) 

The control Interval approaoh in a oomputer mloro/ 

maoro8ohedullng environment also means that the oomputer 

system central authority as well as the oomputer system 

usersi 

- are fully aware of the preolousness of oomputer 
resourcesi 

- reoognlze that preolous resouroes are best used 
under competitive olroumstancesi 

- and are willing to bring an honest contribution to 
achieving optimum utilization of the resouroes. 
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In addition, the approach assumes that the computer 

system functions as a completely closed systemi that Is 

users of the system will never balk. 

When all the above conditions are fulfilled, the oon- 

trol Interval approach Is said to be operating under 

"normal conditions". 

The control Interval approach creates the phenomenon 

of voluntary fragmentation Illustrated In figure 3-9. 

The fragmentation Is voluntary In the sense that it Is 

acoepted or oreated by the scheduler as a means to genera- 

ting additional dollars returns.  Any oost lnourred with 

such voluntary fragmentation should be paid off by the 

excess dollars returns.  The fragmentation problem may, 

nonetheless, be alleviated, In praotlce, by switching from 

time to time and at the appropriate moment from the zero- 

one algorithm to some other passive algorithms.  This 

technique of controlling fragmentation permits to effec- 

tively write "Generalized Zero-One Schedulers".  This sort 

of scheduler will be the object of seotlon 2 of ohapter IV. 

This problem of fragmentation Is In faot a oonsequenoe of 

the overlap crisis assumption mentioned in ohapter II. 

The control Interval approaoh will occasionally delay 

the ezeoutlon of some Jobs entitled to access executable 

memory (Jobs J with B, > ci)»  This should not be a problem 

since the scheduler modifies scheduling decisions by 
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aooeptlng Input from the user oommunlty.  The feedbaok 

loopi  soheduler  \ users  v scheduler 

enables every user to very easily change his or her Jobs 

relative priority by Increasing or decreasing the Jobs' 

B parameters. 

C.  Conclusion, 

The search for ways to monitor the performance of the 

"subjective zero-one" algorithm presented In chapter II has 

led to several simulation studies.  Some Important results 

of the simulations were presented In this ohapter. 

The studies provided visibility of the utilization of 

storage resources only and do not attempt to oover schedu- 

ling of other resources such as CPU, channels and devloes. 

Analysis of the results showed that, In general, the zero- 

one soheduler will always outperform the passive schedulers 

described In chapter I, Insofar as dollars returns to the 

system are concerned.  The performance of the soheduler has 

been found to be dependent upon the user community maturity 

and awareness of the preclousness of the resources to be 

scheduled. 

Conditions of optimum performance of the zero-one 

scheduler have been defined and investigatedi many of those 

conditions exist In today's oomputer systems and oentera. 
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The scheduler creates additional fragmentation! but 

that problem of fragmentation could be controlled with 

generalized schedulers that will be presented In ohapter IV, 
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IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this thesis was the determination of 

the feasibility of a non paged multlprogrammed memory 

allocator based on the idea of users* own pricing of 

storage resources.  By constructing an abstraot model for a 

zero-one linear scheduler, we have built a framework within 

which we have analyzed different schedules developed by a 

simulator program.  It was found that a zero-one algorithm 

is perfectly feasible and under certain conditions of 

normality, will substantially outperform the best fit and 

first fit algorithm for example, Insofar as dollars returns 

to the system are oonoerned. 

We have had to define the conoept of control Interval 

approach whloh is the environment within which performance 

of the zero-one scheduler is maximum.  Onoe we had aooepted 

the idea that storage resouroes are best and most effi- 

ciently utilized under conditions of tight competition, we 

have been able to more dearly define performance measures. 

It has become dear that fragmentation was not to be 

considered as a problemi as a matter of fact, fragmentation 

has been found sometimes necessary to guarantee maximum 

profitability of the overall scheduling prooess. 

In this chapter, we intend to present some of the 

peripheral aspeots of the oonoept of subjective scheduling. 
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We will also present and discuss oertaln areas of the work 

which appear to be disappointing. 

1.  Is the Zero-One Algorithm Pair? 

The economlo essence of sharing and multiprogramming 

oan be oaptured In this sentencei 

"by sharing resouroes, the users distribute the 

resouroes costs and each user pays less" L**J»  Sharing 

benefits the system, too, for the system selects from "k  wide 

range of Instantaneous requests those that are most likely 

to Improve Its efficiency.  However, sharing oreates the 

problem of priority rating. 

The priority rating problem Is very aoute In a zero- 

one algorithm environment.  Beoause users oan directly 

Influence their prooesses priority rating, a question natu- 

rally arisesi 

"how oan we guarantee fairness in an environment 

whereby priority decisions are based on individual's 

monetary wealth?". 

It takes little to realize that eoonomic systems very 

often fall to be as fair as they ought to be. The systems 

proteot themselves by the institution of laws and legisla- 

tion. 

We have wanted, in this thesis, to provide fairness in 

the computer system users community.  We have based our 
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work on the assumption that conditions of oontrol interval 

approach exist In computer centers, or oan be readily 

attained with minimum effort.  In addition, we hare Impli- 

citly hypothesized that pure competition exist In the 

scheduling environment.  Pure competition Is realized whem 

- the eoonomlo product under Investigation Is 
homogeneousi 

- each user Is small relative to the marketi 

- all units possess oomplete knowledge of the 
eoonomlo environment| 

- the system Is completely dosed. 

We believe that memory, which Is the eoonomlo produot 

under study In this thesis, Is perfectly homogeneous. 

Fairness of the system Is guaranteed by the seoond olause 

of the definition which demands smallness of eaoh buyer 

relative to the market.  This thesis assumes that there 

oannot exist In the system a user with the largest differen- 

tial parameter at all times.  This Is only an assumption 

and will probably not be true In many oomputlng centers. 

It Is the responsibility of the oomputlng oenter admini- 

stration to guarantee fairness in the environment should 

any olause of the pure competition model be violated. 
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2.  Suggestions for Improvements and Further uggesti 
Studies, 

In chapter II, we have presented constraints of typ« 2 

as necessary constraints of the zero-one problem.  Con- 

straints (2) guarantee that at least one program is execu- 

ting at any Instant of the control Interval.  The renoval 

of constraints (2) from the simulation model presented In 

chapter III, should not be taken as an Indication of the 

superfluity of the constraints. 

One of the most obvious flaws of the simulation model 

Is the presetting of the length of the oontrol Interval. 

We had to adopt that attitude "bacause of the limitations of 

the software utilized for the study.  The presetting of the 

length of the operating Interval to a value T, Introduces 

the possibility that the whole core be left unused toward 

the end of the control Interval, when the soheduler Is 

waiting for the next control period.  Scheduling decisions 

would nevertheless be optimum for the control Interval as 

displayed In figure U.l and U.2.a.  Storage would, however, 

be better managed with the reduction of the control Inter- 

val length as In figure U,2.b.  To the management of space, 

we have thus added the management of time.  This Is not 

surprising since time and space are Inseparable physical 

entitles. 
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JOBS 

A 
B 
C 
D 
F 
G 
I 
J 

CM S3 BJ -CJ 

160 2 3 
129 2 5 
168 2 25 
132 5 15 
132 k 30 
170 3 50 
200 1 10 
100 1 10 

FIGUKE U - : L 

/N 

:c 
1 r 
1     A 

////////////ty/77777? 
* 

///////////////////// 

c. 

•      1 

•       Bi        ,    I 
zzzzzzzzazzzzzzzzpzz 

1   1    1 
■   1 

Ezzztezzfczzzzazzzz 

FIGURE 4   -  2  a) 

/N 

Next 
Control 
Period 

/h 

IZZZZZZZZZZZZEEZZZZ2 

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ2 

EZZZZZZ2ZZZZZZZZEZ2 

EZZZZZZZZZZZZZZEZ3 
Next 
Control 
Period 

FIGURE 1*   -  2  b) 

whole core Is left unused 
for 2 system seconds. 

adjustment of oontrol 
lnterral length. 
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The control Interval time becomes unpredictable and a 

random variable.  Its distribution Is a function of the 

system workload.  The Introduction of a dynamic management 

of time makes It difficult to study the behavior of the 

scheduler through simulation.  We suggest that the following 

procedure be used In real scheduling! 

1. define scheduling decisions variables with a 
preset value of Ti 

2. adjust T by reduction if possible. 

We have Introduced In chapter III the concept of 

voluntary fragmentation.  Voluntary fragmentation la a 

sound policy under normal conditions of control Interval 

approach.  Yet it becomes undesirable if storage must be 

left unused for a long period of time.  Again, management 

of time combines with management of space to remind us that 

space and time cannot be separated from each other.  Let X 

be the amount of voluntary fragmentation created by the 

scheduler for a length of time t.  The product X * t la then 

a random variable whose distribution will depend on the 

system workload.  The longer the length of the control 

Interval, the larger the expected value of X • t.  Note 

that voluntary fragmentation only takes place toward the 

end of the control Interval. 
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Two questions now arlsei 

1.)  What 18 the optimum value of T which will 
guarantee maximum memory time product 
efficiency, and minimize the expected value 
of the product X • t? 

2.)  Will that optimum value of T guarantee that 
the system will not degenerate Into a 
"thrashing"-state? 

By thrashing-states, we want to describe situations 

whereby the length of the control Intervals oompels the 

scheduler to spend more time making and revising scheduling 

decisions, than effectively scheduling and allocating 

storage. 

The answers to the questions we have raised In the 

above discussion will make it possible to design what we 

have previously referred to as generalized zero-one sched- 

ulers.  Generalized zero-one schedulers would make full use 

of all constraints defined In chapter II.  They would be 

able to conduct their own look ahead simulations for adjust- 

ment of T. 

Generalized schedulers, as well as the scheduler 

presented In this thesis can be written in a higher proce- 

dural language such as Pascal. 

We have Just described and discussed a few of the many 

opportunities left opened for additional exploration of the 

Idea of a Subjective Zero-One scheduler In a free enter- 

prise system. 
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An area of the study which was somewhat disappointing 

is the apparent overhead oreated by the zero-one scheduler 

during the simulation experiments.  It Is not dear how 

muoh overhead is Involved.  Moreover, there is no possi- 

bility to estimate the speed at which scheduling deolslons 

will be made.  Processing speed is a very Important faotor 

in the design of any type of system program.  The optimi- 

zation software used for the simulation experiments was not 

designed for real time processing and was therefore very 

slow in arriving at useful scheduling deolslons.  The 

objective of this thesis was not the development of a 

prooedure for real time zero-one optimization. 

The author nonetheless believes that muoh attention 

should be directed to that effect before the storage allo- 

cation algorithm presented in this thesis becomes practical, 

We have tried in this thesis to develop a prooedure 

whereby users would have the ability to lnfluenoe their 

Jobs• priority rating through dlreot interaction with the 

Job scheduler.  The question Is to know how muoh the user 

will be appreciative of the effort.  The extent to which 

the user would want to be oonoerned with the scheduling 

process is not clearly understood.  More work needs to be 

done in order to determine the limits of acceptable users' 

Involvement In scheduling processes. 
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Multiprogramming, multiprocessing, and all other 

teohnlques are not solutions to the resources allocation 

problemi they are tools by which a solution may be imple- 

mented L^J. 

It was the purpose of this thesis to develop and 

present a relatively new approach to modelling the behavior 

of computational processes, to spark a different way of 

thinking about mlcroschedullng, to evolve a philosophy 

about storage as an economic good of the computer environ- 

ment . 

We hope we have achieved that purpose.  We also hope 

that some effort will be expended In the future to develop 

models of computer systems resources sharing and utilization 

similar to the model presented in this thesis. 
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APPENDIX 1 

- CDC SCOPE Central Memory Usage and Allocation 

- Operator/Soope communication. 

Each Job In prooess In the computer system ooouples a 

contiguous block of words In central memory.  References to 

all addresses within each block are made In relation to the 

reference address (HA) which Is the first address In the 

block.  The length of the block Is the field length (PL) of 

the Job.  A reference to a location outside the Job's field 

length causes an abnormal termination of processing.  Thus, 

all other Jobs and systems programs In central memory are 

fully protected against accidental overwriting. 

Every Job In central memory Is related to a SCOPE 

control point.  Each control point Interrelates the follow- 

ing elements common to a particular Jobi  the oentral 

memory field length allottedi other hardware and files used 

by the Jobi and a control point area In low core, that con- 

tains reference Information about the Job.  Reference 

Information are such Information as the Job name, processing 

time aooumulated, related control statements and the Job's 

exchange Jump package. 

Up to 15 control points are available 1 therefore, up 
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to 15 system or user Jobs may be active at control points 

simultaneously.  Control point 0 (zero) Is used to Identify 

all hardware and software resources not presently allocated 

to user Jobs or those used only by SCOPE. 

The position of central memory storage allocated to 

each Job Is related to the control point number to which 

the Job Is assigned.  The assignment Is made and maintained 

In numerical order.  The Job at control point 2, for 

Instance, always follows the Job at control point 1, and 

the Job at oontrol point 3i will follow the Job at control 

point 2.  Figure A - 1 represents central memory allocation 

as maintained by SCOPE. 

Last 
Address 

First 
Address 

i 

High Core 

Job at Control Point 15 

Job at Control Point 14 

Job at Control Point 13 

) 

Unused Storage 

Job at Control Point 3 

Unused Storage 

Job at Control Point 2 

Job at Control Point 1 

Low Core & 

used for mass 
storage File 
reference Infor- 
mation 

FIGURE A - 1 CENTRAL MEMORY ALLOCATION 
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Through a dynamic relocation process, Jobs are moved 

up and down In storage to make room for new Jobs assigned 

to control points.  The process Is continuous.  If an 

arriving Job Is assigned at a free control point and If 

sufficient contiguous storage Is not available for the new 

Job, SCOPE will relooate other Jobs as neoessary to provide 

sufficient contiguous storage.  Each Job will be moved as a 

block, and only Its reference address (RA) will be changed 

accordingly within the appropriate SCOPE reference tables. 

The order of the Jobs within central memory remains the 

same.  When the move Is complete, the HA of the Job or Jobs 

are modified and Jobs* activity Is resumed. 

A program gains or relinquishes the central processor 

through an exchange Jump Instruction.  When this Instruc- 

tion Is executed, the program using the central processor 

Is Interrupted.  The control point area contains a 16-word 

exchange package which contains the Information used 

directly In exchange Jumpsi  the most recent contents of 

all processor registers, the RA and FL In central memory 

and ECS and the program address.  The program address Is 

the address of the next Instruction to be exeouted. 

SCOPE maintains In mass storage the Job dayflle, a 

chronological accounting of eaoh Job run, which Is auto- 

matically printed at Job termination.  It contains a copy 

of all control cards processed, equipment assignments, 
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diagnostic messages, Job accounting Information, Job 

statistics, and the date and time of day associated with 

each processing event relative to the Job. 

- Job Termination 

a) Normal Termination 

When a Job Is processed without error, normal termina- 

tion activity begins upon reaching the first end of the 

record field or an EXIT or EXIT(S) control oard.  All 

hardware devices assigned to the Job are assigned to control 

point 0 (zero), so they can be reassigned to other Jobs. 

b) Abnormal Termination 

When an error occurs, SCOPE sets a flag Indicating the 

error.  If the error has not been previously identified In 

the Job step by a call to the system program RECOVH, then 

SCOPE continues with error processing.  Otherwise, control 

is returned to the user program for processing.  A diag- 

nostic message, reflecting the reason for abnormal termina- 

tion, Is written to the Job dayflle.  SCOPE then clears the 

error flag and searches the control cards reoord for an 

EXIT control card.  If no EXIT statement is found, the Job 

terminates as described under normal termination. 
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c)  Termination by an Operator Command 

When the operator types in a DROP command, the Job 

terminates prematurely.  End-of-Job procedures are 

initiated as described under abnormal termination. 

When the operator types in a KILL command, the Job 

terminates prematurely.  All files associated with the Job 

are dropped regardless of name or disposition.  The pro- 

grammer does not reoelve a dayflle listing. 

When the operator enters a RERUN command, the Job is 

terminated and its input file is returned to the input 

queue, so that it can be run later.  The output file is 

dropped, and a new output file is created. 
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APPENDIX   2 

JOB  NO C" 

» » p c * o i i     sccrioa 
fit]! «••  Jon *»**ntTt*i> 

ss »»IO«.ITT          P40CC1SINC          ROM 
IJOI CttOI            PtRIOO            ••INt«Cn 

»«v-nia MT-tflU 

k. 1 »».«• *r.t» 
1.1 t.il 11.»J 
1.1 It. ft tr.tt 
J. 1 tt.rt It.tt 
k 1 tr.tt m.ti 
kl fll.tl tft.W 
ki tr.rt ttt.tr 
kl tt.ti tit.It 
kl ith.n M.M 
(.1 tt.rt rr.M 
kl 1M.II Ul.tt 
1.1 tr.tt it.if 
f. 1 tt.M tir.ii 
k 1 tr.tt ur.t* 
I.I 11.M ti.rt 
kl it.t* ii*. JI 
kl tr.tt rt.tt 
1.1 11.tt U.tt 
1.1 tt.M ti.tt 
kl tr.rt •r.n 
kl tir.tt tit.ti 
kl »*.ti irt.it 
». 1 tt.M tit.it 
kl tir.tt 1H.II 
kl tr.tt U.tt 
kl if. w IH.II 
kl 11*.M ttt.t* 
kl II.t* ttt.tr 
S.I tr.n M.tl 
k 1 »»••• l»F.fl 
1.1 t.lt tt.ti 
1.1 t.t* tr.tt 
». 1 tr.tt ttt.tr 
Z.I tt.tt »*.«t 
t. 1 *t.f» u.rt 
1.1 t.vt tr.it 
1.1 t.tt ti.n 
I.I tr.tt ti.tt 
k 1 it.st tt.M 
1.1 1*.M tt.it 
1.1 t.t* tt.M 
k 1 iti.ri II1.M 
1.1 LIT t.Jt 
kl tf.tt tt.rt 
k 1 ti.rt tt.tt 
S.I tt.tt tt.tt 
1.1 11. t* ttr.tc 
kl »».!• tt. tt 
1.1 tr.n »».** 
kl tr.tt iu.it 
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fl Ift 1.1                   i                   i 1                          11.44 llt.t* 
ft tfl I.I                   i                   i i                   tl.7* 41.11 
*) ttt ki                   i                   i t   ,                   144.41 174. f I 
ft 111 f. i                   i                   i 1                          f4.ll ll.lt 
»1 111 ki                   i                   i 1                          47. fl 117.ff 
fl 111 1.1                   i                   i 1                          44. •• rf.ti 
f7 lit LI                            1                            1 1                            f.*4 tl. if 
• • III LI                            1                             1 1                             l.f* 11.44 
ft 111 t. 1                            I                            1 t                         44.ff 74.14 
41 lit 1.1                            1                             1 1                            t.f4 17.74 
41 111 1.1                             1                            1 i                 ir.ti 47.41 
tt 1ft f. 1                            1                             1 I                4r. rt ltt.ll 
41 ttt 1.1                             1                            1 1                          47.44 If. 44 
4t tti t. I                            1                             1 1                        41.44 lf4.M 
4f ttt L.I                               1                               1 t                4i.rr 44.44 
44 1* J. I                               I                               1 t                        (4.M 11.44 
47 161 V. 1                                 1                                 1 1                          44.41 47.74 
4i III f. 1                                 1                                 1 1                      lit.11 147.94 
it nt L.I                               1                               1 1                          f.t* 11.SI 
ti HI La                   i                   i 1                          f7.44 tl.M 
ri if i f. i                   •                   i i               47. tt 44.tt 
71 in t.1                            I                             1 1                          44. M 44.41 
71 in 1.1                             1                            1 1                             l.f* 11.11 
7t nt t.1                           1                          1 1                          tl.M tt.tl 
7i tst L.I                            1 1                            f.t* 17.If 
74 i«i I.I                            1                            1 L                             1                          47.M 111.41 
77 ift 1.1                            1 1                          11.44 114.17 
7i t«i f. I                             I 1                          f4.M lll.tf 
79 in 4.1                             1 L                         1                      47.n 44.44 
II i«i t. I                            1 L                           1                        tl.M 44.41 
11 if i f. 1                            1 I                           1                        47. tf ff.ll 
II in f. 1                             I I                           t                     14f.M tft. 17 
• J ii? LI                            1 1                             1                          14.44 tt.ll 
Ik IV f.1                             1 I                           1                        47. It ft.11 
If in 1.1                             I 1                           1                        11.tl 14.14 
It in ». 1                            1 L                             1                        lit.II 171.44 
If tti t. 1                            1 1                             1                          17.ft U.4t 
• I ttt t.1                            1 L                             t                       141.(7 147.41 
• 1 tft 4.1                             I t                             1                          41.44 llt.lt 
91 in LI                             1 I                             1                             f.t* 17.f| 
fl iff t. 1                             1 L                               1                            ft. II lll.tl 
tt ift 4.1                             1 1                           1                        11.44 fl.SI 
tl ttt 4.1                             1 1                           1                        f4.4f llt.t* 
tt itt t.1                            1 L                             1                          41. Jt ft.tr 
t» in 4.1                             1 1                           1                        47.tf tit.t* 
ft ist ». I                             1 1                           1                        fl. tf 4t.l7 
97 ift 4. 1                             1 1                           1                        tl.74 ft.44 
fl tti t. 1                             1 1                           1                        11. tt 44.lt 
ff t?t 1. I                             1 1                           1                          f.t4 ll.lt 

III ift t.1                             1 1                             1                          fl. 74 tt.tl 
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Ill til 1.1                            1                             1 i                 99. r» 171.*• 
lit 791 *. 1                            1                             1 1                          Tl.M 1M.II 
til 19C 7-1                            I                             1 1                          t7.** **.** 
11* lit 1.1                            1                             1 1                            9.t* 17.19 
1(9 It* 1.1                             1                             1 1                        94.11 111.13 
lit 77* 9.1                           1                           1 i                 ri.u •1.19 
117 111 1.1                           1                           1 t                 if.ti 99.19 
III 19* *.!                            1                             1 1                      9*.M II.*• 
III no *.•                             1                             1 1                        IT. ft 119.99 
111 in *.!                             1                            1 1                        **.•• 79.11 
111 19t 1.1                            1                             1 1                        «l.t* 97.19 
112 111 9.1                            I                             1 1                      91. M 79. tl 
111 M( LI                             1                             1 1                      It.11 111.99 
Ilk ltl 7.1                             1                             1 1                          17.91 19.97 
HI 91 1.1                            •                             1 t                   r.rt l*.t» 
HI 19t 9.1                          1                           1 i                ir.tf 119.71 
117 111 1.1                          I                           1 i                it.ti •I.M 
HI 111 1.1                           1                           1 i                it.t* fl.%* 
111 19t 9.1                           1                           1 i                *7.w ft.37 
Hi 19t 9.1                           1                           1 i               %r.n • 7.M 
ltl ttk ft.1                           I                           1 1                          9*.II 19*.19 
lit II 1.1                           1                           1 1                             3. It • •It 
ltl 131 LI                            ■                             1 1                          9.11 11.9* 
12* 111 i. 1                             1 1                          »7.t* M.*t 
121 lit 1.1                            1                             1 1                          II.•* 9%.M 
It* 110 1.1                             1 i               »7.« 119.17 
itr 13! 3.1                             1                             1 i                ti.it *l.*l 
lti t9C 3.1                             1 1                           1                        93.7* • •••1 
iti tt* 1.1                             • L                             1                          9*. II 9«.ll 
in 191 9.1                             1 I                             1                          It.tl 79.1* 
131 It* 1.1                             1 L                             1                          9*. •• ltl.I* 
lit 197 *.!                             1 L                  i                91. r» II.tl 
11] 19? 1.1                            1 I                             1                          II. ** tff.l* 
13* Ill *. 1                            I L                             1                          **.»• **.9t 
139 tt* kl                            1 1                             1                          9*.II l*t.3l 
13b tts 1.1                             1 I                           1                        9*.19 1(1.91 
137 tt* *. 1                             1 i                  t               ii3.ir 177.9* 
131 !tl *. 1                             1 1                   t               tst.w ltl.lt 
119 t9( 1.1                            I 1                         1                    llf.97 119.13 
1*1 197 1. 1                             1 i                   i                 at.M •1.7* 
1*1 tt* 9.1                             1 1                           1                        71.M l*t.91 
1*1 191 9.1                            1 1                           1                        »7.t* 73.17 
1*3 tt* *. 1                             1 1                           t                      111.IT I9t.ll 
1** 191 9.1                             1 1                           1                        17.19 71.9* 
1*9 ltl 1.1                            • 1                           1                           1.9* 11.11 
1** III 7.1                             1 1                           1                        lT.9t th.it 
1*7 197 9.1                             • 1                           1                        17. t9 91.9* 
1*1 111 *.•                             1 1                           1                        *».•• •9.** 
1*9 111 *. 1                             I 1                           1                        **.*• It.93 
191 111 1.1                            1 1                           1                        17.tl •3.19 
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Hi 19* *.!                            1                             1 1                        9*. 77 lt«.44 
117 197 4. I                            1                            1 1                        11.44 177.71 
Ifl Itl 1.1                            1                             1 1                             1.94 11. It 
19* 197 *.!                            1                             1 1                        91.74 It.ft 
1M 791 1.1                            1                             1 1                        91.7t 44. 91 
1*4 111 f. 1                             1                            I 1                      111.11 147.91 
ur 9» *. 1                            1                             1 7                        19.49 74.41 
Ml It* 4. I                            1                            1 1                      114.tl 117.44 
Iff 77* 1.1                            1                             1 1                          9*.II 144.17 
lit It* 4.1                             1                             1 1                          94.11 111.11 
ltl 7 7* 4. 1                            1                             1 1                          94.14 111.44 
lt7 77* 9.1                             1                            1 1                          71.41 It*.11 
161 197 *. 1                            I                             1 1                        91.74 94.94 
11* ltl 9.1                            1                             1 1                        94.11 tl.lt 
141 171 1.1                            1                             1 1                           1.94 19.71 
144 Jit f. 1                             1                            1 1                       114.44 144.tl 
1*7 19C t.1                            1                             1 1                          II. It 111.19 
141 77* 4. 1                             1                            1 1                          94.(1 117.74 
IK 111 4.1                            1                             1 1                        17.tl lt9.lt 
171 • • 1.1                            1                             1 7                            7.79 It.44 
171 77* *. 1                            1                             1 t              iti.tr 771.14 
in 197 t.1                             1                            1 1                        11.44 141.44 
171 ltl 1.1                             1                             1 1                        47.79 47.41 
17* 7* 1.1                             1                             1 t                        11.74 11.41 
175 9! 1.1                             1                             1 7                        17.47 71.14 
17» Ill 9.1                            1                             1 1                        tt.tt 119.44 
177 7 7* J.I                             1                             1 I                      lit.11 144.11 
171 ltl t. 1                            1                             1 1                        47.71 1U.41 
179 II) 7.1                            1 1                        11.77 41.11 
HI 111 kl                            1 1                        47.71 in.tr 
111 It* t.1                            I 1                            94.41 ltl.49 
llf ltl 4. I                            1 1                          17.tt in.ii 
111 II* 4. 1                            1 L                             1                          9*. II 119.14 
114 Itl 4.1                            1 L                             1                          44.M 179.tl 
119 III Ul                            1 1                             1                             1.94 4.71 
lit ltl I. 1                            1 I                             1                          17.97 t4.lt 
117 Ifl 4.1                            I 1                             1                          77.41 144.44 
119 197 1.1                            1 I                             1                             9.74 11.44 
lit It* 1.1                            1 t                             1                          14.44 44.t* 
191 77* 4.1                             1 I                             1                          94.11 1*4.41 
191 I9t J.I                            1 1                             1                          41.14 lit.11 
197 191 4.1                            I L                             1                          11.44 llt.lt 
19J ltl 4.1                            I I                         1                      47.n 4t.ll 
19* ltl 4.1                             1 1                             1                          44.14 17.94 
191 II* 4.1                            1 L                             1                          47.77 t9.lt 
144 lit 7. t                            1 L                             1                          11.44 14.94 
197 191 *. I                            1 L                             1                          11.74 119.11 
191 77* f.1                            1 I                             t                       741.44 141.19 
199 94 f. 1                            1 I                           7                        47.14 111.99 
711 ltl fc.1                             I L                             1                          44.M tl.lt 
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211 lit *. I                        I i                   i                 ti.rt ui.it 
212 lit 1.1                   1 i                   i                 it. rt lll.tl 
in ttS 1.1                   1 i                  2                »i.rr rf.ti 
21* Itl 9. t                   1 1                           1                        ft.M rr.ai 
in us ». 1                  1 t                           1                        71.M ift.it 
It* ill *. 1                  1 L                           1                        ft.M rt.tt 
l*T 112 2.1                           1 I                             1                          ll.M w.tt 
211 Itl t.1                           1 i                  i                tr.n tn.tf 
219 112 2.1                           1 L                             1                          ll.M M.tt 
lit 110 t.1                           1 i                  t   ■            tr.n m.tt 
211 121 2.1                             1 i                  i                tr.tr n.*r 
HI 112 ». 1                             1 i                   i                 tr.n tn.fj 
111 221 t.1                            1 i                 ft.rt 97.ft 
21* 221 t.1                             1 i                  t                tt.rt ttr.ii 
211 Itl ». 1                             1 i                  i                «t.it it.rt 
211 112 2.1                             1 >                             1                          ll.M it.it 
217 11* t» 1                             1 1                             1                          tt.M trt.tt 
11* IIS t.1                             1 1                          ft.M ttf.it 
219 IIS S.I                             1 i                   i                 n.ti in.ii 
III 112 1.1                             1 l                      1                      t.t* tt.it 
III 121 1.1                             1 I                           1                           l.tt tt.tr 
III M Ul                            I i                 i.tt r.it 
111 12( 2.1                             1 L                   i                 tr.tt 21.tl 
tts Ilk *. 1                             I                            1 1                          il.Tt rr.tt 
Hi Itl *. 1                             1 1                        **. M tt.it 
in Itl t.1                            1 1                        ft.II rt.it 
in 112 1.1                            1 1                           1.2* ir.tt 
lit Itl *. 1                             1                            1 1                        tt.ll 94.tt 
in Itl t.1                             1 i                tr.n tit.ft {10 ll>> t. 1                            1                             I 1                          tt.ll irt.rt 
111 its t.1                             1                             I 1                          tt.ll 99.17 
131 112 1.1                             1                             1 i                    r.M n.tt 
111 Itl S.t                               1                               ] 1                          tt.M ft.tr 
lls mi *. 0                               I                               1 1                          tt.lA nt.tt 
Hi its S.t                               1                               1 2                       Itl.17 ttt.tt 
in 192 5.1                            1                             I i                 tr.n 7t.ll 
137 its t.1                            1                             | 1                        tt.M 111.71 
lit its t.1                             1                             | i                *t.it tn.tt tin 112 2.1                             1                             | 1                          ll.M ii.tr 
2M 112 2.1                             1 1                          ll.M 12.M 
2*1 112 f.1                             1                             1 i                tr.n 92. tf 
IM 112 1.1                             I                             I i                22. rr tl.ll 
2*1 22k t.1                             I                             | t                tt.ii lll.tt 
2*% Itl *••                             t                             I 1                        M.M ft.lt 2*f 22* t.1                             1                             | 1                        ft.M ltf.ll 
2*1 Itl t.1                            1                             ] 1                        tt.M 11.11 
2*7 12« 1.1                            •                             1 1                           l.ft It.19 tst IIS 3.1                             1                             ) 1                        2I.M IM.tt 
lh* Itl t.1                             1                             | i                 tr.n ttt. rr 
lit Itl t.1                             1                             1 t                tr.n 127.11 
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m tic Ul                            1                            1 1                             9.11 It.tt 
t9t ut 1.1                            1                            1 1                          It.** ti.ri 
191 II* *. 1                             1                            1 t                       1*1.IT trt.n 
t9* Ill 9. 1                             1                            1 1                          11.19 iM.tr 
t99 It* 1.1                            1                             1 1                          7*.M 119.99 
t*t 191 t.(                            I                            1 1                          91.t* 199.99 
i»r Ilk *. 1                            1                            1 I                       lt3.tr 319.99 
t9* It* *. 1                             (                            1 1                          9*. II lit.91 
1*9 III t. 1                            1                            1 1                      llt.M IM.tl 
no 11* LI                             I                            1 i                  ir.w n.n 
t*i II* t. 0                            1                             1 1                        9%.II 19*.19 
ttt III 1.1                            1                            1 1                             1.9* I*. 19 
HI II 1. I                            1                             1 t                   t.rr 3.9* 
it* III 1.1                             (                            1 1                          9.19 11.(9 
tit Ul t.1                            1                             1 i                 tr.n ti9.tr 
ttt III 9.1                          1                           1 t                ii. r* 111.99 
ttt 111 9.1                           1                          1 i                tr.n ttt.11 
It* III 9.1                           1                           1 i               in.•• 19*.*t 
HI 1*1 *. 1                          I                           1 i                **.*• ti.ri 
tro 131 1.1                           1                          1 i                it.t> n.M 
171 III t.1                          1                          1 1                      13%. M lt9.*9 
ITt 1*0 t.1                          * i                tr.n 131.lt 
ITi II* «. 1                          1 1                          9*. II 19*.It 
ttt, I Hi t.1                           1 1                        9*. 99 llt.lt 
17* 111 t.1                          1 I                           1                        99.t* tit.tr 
IT* 111 1.1                           1 i                   t                 tr.n 199.11 
tTt tit t.1                           ( l                             1                          9*.II IM.3I 
rr* II* 9.1                          1 L                             1                          II.** 1*9.*9 
II9 1*0 9.1                          1 1                           1                        9t.ll 199.99 
HI 1* 1. 1                          1 1                           1                           l.M *.** 
m III t.1                           1 I                           1                      llt.M 1*9.91 
ttt 131 Ul                          1 L                           1                        It. It It.M 
rti 1*1 t.1                          1 i                  i                tr.n 99. M 
t** III U 1                             1 1                           l                           1.9* 9.11 
t*9 I9« 9.1                           1 l                             1                          19.M 1*3.99 
tit It* 1.1                          1 1                             1                          9*.II 191.39 
ttr II* t. I                          1 1                             1                          9*. I* 99.19 
t** III t.1                           1 1                             1                        llt.M ttl.lt 
tan III 9.1                           1 1                             1                        111.19 iri.tt 
Ml lit Ul                          1 1                             1                            9.1* it.tt 
191 It* 9.1                          1 i                    i                  rt.ta iit.it 
nt It* *. 1                            0 1                  1                tt.lt •r.9i 
19 1 191 t. 0                            1 1                   1                 9».*» 9I.M 
tn 191 9.1                            I i                    i                  tr.n 9f.lt 
m itc 9.1                             1 l                             1                        111.91 IM.tt 
?** II* 9.1                            1 l                    l                  »*.*• iri.tt 
197 1*1 9.1                            1 1                         1                      9*.II •9.91 
in It* U 1                             1 1                             1                             1.9* lt.*9 
t99 It* t.1                            1 1                           1                        9*.99 1*4.9* 
in It* t.1                            ( 1                           1                        tl.tl 11.91 
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191 7 7k 1.1                           I                           1 1                        9%. 99 ttt.99 
III 117 1.1                           I                          1 1                        II.I* 197.tt 
Ml III 1.1                          I                          1 1                             1.9* Ik.99 
Ilk 771 Ul                            •                             1 1                          11.1* 19.19 
!■> 111 k.1                               1                               1 1                        kk.M 97.19 
lit 117 7. 1                            1                             1 1                          11.M 79.11 
it r 117 1.1                            1                            1 1                          1.7k 11.kl 
in ltl k. 1                                 1                                 1 1                        kk.M kl.91 
114 117 4. 1                            1                            1 1                        19.9k 199.tl 
111 171 1.1                            1                             1 1                       71.11 k9.9l 
111 711 7.1                            1                            1 1                     kl.Vk •9.11 
111 Ilk 9.1                            1                            1 1                     II.II 191.19 
111 77k 1.1                            1                            1 1                        k7.»k Tk.tJ 
11* 171 7.1                           1                           1 1                          17.It 79.11 
lit 771 1.1                          I                          1 1                          k7.ll 99.11 
111 111 1.1                           1                          1 i                97. w 199.11 
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